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Brothers Brutally Clubbed; Officers Accused
Mother Also Hit,
Children Flee Home

Former Student Succeeds Cash
As Principal Of Hamilton High

"I have been in Memphis I Mrs. Pennington said one of
since 1941, and I didn't believe Ithe officers asked her if she
these thing could happen. It's had not heard President Johnunbelievable that human beings son's message on television
could treat others like that." granting policemen certain powThat is how Mrs. Odessa Pen- ers, and she replied that she
nington of 1263 Mississippi blvd. had been cleaning her yard and
ended her statement about how had not had a chance to watch
her home was invaded last Fri- the news.
day night by a six police offi- She said another police car
cers, two of her sons' heads came up, and it and the other
beaten by nightsticks, and vehicle then drove off. She resmaller children frightened from turned to the porch, and when
the home while the mother Mr. and Mrs. Rex Parnell drove
screamed for help.
Mrs. Pennington has blood
splotches on her walls and furniture to show where officers
beat her sons, I-1nry Morris
Pennington, 18, and Charles
Pennington. 20, before carrying
them away and arresting them
on charges of disorderly conduct and resisting arrest.
When carried to the Emerdirector of Human RelaMrs. Pennington's arm was
tions Commission, righ t,
bruised during the fracas. gency Room of John Gaston
and Rev. James Lawson,
The case will be cited Fri- Hospital for treatment, the
center, pastor of Centeday night, July 5, on Chan- young men's clothing was so'
drenched with blood that when
nary Methodist Church
nel Five at 8:30.
spectators asked what had happened, the officers claimed the
pair had been hurt in an automobile accident, they reported.
Mrs. Pennington said that the
incident started when her son
Henry, Freddie Fason. 18, of
1257 Mississippi blvd.. Apt. 3.
and Edward Joe Lee, 17, of 769
HENRY PENNINGTON
Richmond were standing in the
THE NEW PRINCIPAL —
enrollment of 3,300 this fall.
front yard about 8:30 p.m. last up, Mrs. Catherine Smith, who
Oliver Johnson, Jr., has
Mr. Johnson was graduated
Friday and an Emergency was her weekend houseguest
been named to succeed
from Hamilton High School
Squad vehicle with Negro and from North Memphis, went inHarry T. Cash as principal
Marine Pic. Mark Patterer- l son permission to enlist in the white officers drove by in the side leaving her, the Parnells,
just 20 years ago last spring.
of Hamilton High School
(Wither Photo)
son died of wounds received Marine Corps. Mark replied, direction of East Trigg. then and her husband, Charlie, sittwhich will have an expected
after he stepped on a mine "There are some boys over decided to back up and search ing there
the three boys.
while on patrol in Quang Nam, there that need my help."
"About nine, the same Emernear the demilitarized zone. Pfc. Patterson joined the Ma- Mrs. Pennington said she was gency Squad car came by and
Mrs. Patterson was reluc- rine Comas. in November after iseated on the porch talking with flashed the 4potlight on the
tant to give her y-t n,gest leav'ug Washington High School la guest from North. Memphis. ich. Ten trftnutes later they
and had been in Vietnam for and saw one of the officers came by and repeated it," Mrs.
"yanking" on the chain her son Pennington reported.
two months.
A short while later, she said
He is survived by his mother
her
son Henry asked for perhis father Mansfield Patterson
mission
to go to a nearby Burgof Kansas City, Mo.; four siser Bar for a hamburger, and on
ters, Mrs. Claudia Swift, of
the way home was stopped by
Caruthersville, Mo, Miss Methe same policemen who called
lody Patterson of New York
A 32-year-old woman told 693 Harrell.
him a "mama's boy."
Memohis
and
Anderson
of
Detroit,
and
their
City;
Delegates
from
Miss
Iola
Patterson
of
Judge Bernie Weinman on Mon- Armed with a small caliber
She said that Henry went inMemphis and Mrs. Lucy Boyd
day that a former boy friend pistol, she was accosted last other parts of Tennessee have delegates made a tour of the,
side of the house to call a girl,
sta-j
Astrodome,
the
covered
Clarksdale,
Miss.
of hers had harassed her for Saturday morning at 3:15 a.m. returned from what was deand a squad car pulled up with
He also leaves three brothers
three months before she de- by Peoples while seated in the scribed as one of the biggest dium which has become a
and white officers, and
Negro
and best youth meetings of must for tourists visiting HousGeorge Patterson of Memphis;
cided to put an end to the mat- cafe at 433 Scott.
one asked, "Where is the shootton:
ter early Saturday morning in Police said the victim was the Church of God in Christ
Claude Taylor of Miama, Fla.
ing?"
and John E. Taylor of Carutha cafe at 433 Scott.
reluctant to tell what had hap- at Houston.
"In order not to disturb my
ersville, Mo.
Mrs. Janice Skipper was pened to him, or who had Bishop J. A. Howell, overcompany, I went down to the
Funeral arrangements are
released on $1,000 bond on shot him.
seer of the Central Diocese of
sidewalk and told them that
incomplete.
charges of assault to murder He is recovering in John the Church of God in Christ,
nothing was going on, and it
Gaston Hospital.
"We were all encouraged by
and carrying a pistol.
was pretty quiet. My husband
the inspiring messages which
came down from the porch and
The victim was Willie Peowe heard at the 33rd annual
repeated what I had said.
ples, 41, of 591 Lester at. One
Youth Congress.
"While we were still talking,
bullet struck him in the left
the Emergency Squad vehicle
"And to see the number of
hip, the other in the upper left
that had been passing all evendelegates who journeyed from
chest, and both lodged in his
A 17-year-old youth, Rufus
ing came straight into the driveTennessee to Texas for the
stomach, police said.
Cowley of 2869 Choctaw at.,
way, and without saying a word,
Congress was certainly an inMrs. Skipper told Judge
Major George Robinson has
was in John Gaston Hospital HONORED IN DETROIT —
two men jumped out, and
the
reported.
he
me,"
spiration
to
Weinman that she had been
Mrs. Ruby Rowell Beard is
on Monday in serious condi- Miss Joy L. Miller of 933-E Le- ' been promoted from supervisor
CHARLES PENNINGTON
ran straight for the house.
Among the highlights of the
bothered continually since tell- the newly elected president of
the
a
senior
and
the
current
director
for
now,
assistant
to
tion from numerous cuts on
ran up behind them, saying Peoples to leave ner alone the National Poro Association. Congress were Officials Day, his arms and upper body.
Miss LeMoyne, was in De- ROTC in the Memphis Public was wearing on his neck with a "I
you go in my house
'Don't
Jr.,
ing,
Jones,
0.
T.
Dr.
with
months
ago.
some three
She has served in many other
troit last weekend where she School System, the top post in black head on it, and she went
warrant,' and
She said she had called po- positions in the organization, president of the International The youth told police that was presented before more the high school ROTC.
down to see what was wrong. without a search
one in the
no
was
there
that
lice several times in an effOrt founded by the late Mrs. An- YPWW, delivering the sermon he suffered the cuts early than 1.000 attending a colorful
was
asked
by
Major Robinson was in She said Henry
Sunday
morning
at
the
Krysshe exchildren,"
but
my
Hall,
and
house
Music
Jones
in
the
to get Peoples to stop molest- nie M. Malone in 1900.
Cabarama sponsored annual- charge of the National Defense the officer if he belonged to
mg her, and that on occasions Mrs. Beard is a local beau- a banquet held on Sunday night tal Drive-in at 2731 Lamar ly by the Detroit LeMoyne Cadet Corps in the Memphis the Invaders, and he replied that plained.
he had entered her home and tician and owner of Ruby's in the Rice Hotel, headquarters ave. after he became involved Alumni Club. She left here Fri- schools from 1959 until it was he was not, that the objects When Henry heard her
with a white youth, whom
the living room.
carried away all of her gro- Beauty Shop. She has served for the Youth Congress.
day morning and returned Sun- phased out in 1966.
were on sale at most stores for,screaming in
police were seeking following
was coming through
ceries.
as consultant, appeared on hair
Delegates from the Memphis
day evening, making the round
He has been with the ROTC less than a dollar, and everyone,l she said he
the kitchen to see what was
In an effort to avoid Peoples, styling shows and many beau- area went to Hosuton by char- the cutting.
trip by Delta Airlines.
since that time.
was wearing them.
wrong, and one policeman
Homicide
Capt.
R.
L.
Williams
she said that she had to leave ty clinics. The 21st National tered bus and private cars.
smashed him upside the head
her home at 581 Lester and Convention was held in ColumOn Saturday morning, Bishop said that young Cowley's conwith a nightstick, and continued
stay with her grandmother at bus, Ohio.
Howell, along with Bishop dition lad improved since he
to beat him as he bled.
was carried to the hospital,
While the disturbance was
and the investigation of the
going on. Charles Pennington,
incident is continuing.
the oldest son, came in the
Other sources said that Cowback door, rushed up to see
ley and his assailant had bewas going on, and was
what
involved
in
the
fight
come
on the head. Before he
struck
after ice was thrown against
had a chance to get up, he was
Cowley's car, and that the
knocked out and landed on the
two boys had gotten into a fist
bleeding. It was soaked
couch
someone
fight just before
with blood.
tossed a machete to the white
Mrs. Pennington said her
hacking
youth, who began
youngest son. Clarence, 13, ran
Cowley.
to a neighbor, Mrs. Georgia
Cowley reportedly ran inside
Washington's home, and she
of the Krystal Drive-In to esphoned police headquarters and
and
cape from his attacker
complained that the family was
collapsed.
being slaughtered, and other poA student who graduated Harry T. Cash who officially
from Hamilton High School 20 retired from the school sysyears ago last spring will re- tem on July 1.
turn to the school this fall as A native Memphian, Mr.
the principal.
Johnson attended the old
He is Oliver J. Johnson, Jr., Greenwood School from grades
39, of 1475 Eloise rd. He has one through six, and its suebeen named by the Memphis cessor, Hamilton high School,
Board of Education to succeed graduating in the class of 1948.

He attended Tennesseee A&I
University, finishing in 1952,
and entering the United States
Army immediately afterwards.
He served overseas in Korea,
and was discharged in 1954.
In 1960, he received his master's degree from Tennessee
State.
Employed by the board of
education in 1954, he began
his teaching career at Douglass High School in the subjects of mathematics and mechanical drawing.
Seven years later, he was
appointed assistant principal of
the Georgia Elementary
School, where he served for a
year and a half. Then, after
six months as the assistant
principal of Florida Elementary School, Mr. Johnson was
appointed principal in 1962 of REPORTING INCIDENT—
the Lincoln Junior High School, Mrs. Odessa Pennington is
where he remained until nam- seen here explaining incisons
ed to succeed Mr. Cash, his dent involving her two
and two officers last Friprincipal of high school days.
day night to Gerald Fanion,
Mr. Johnson is married to — the former Frances Polk of
Nashville, whom he met while
a student at Tennessee State.
They are the parents of three
children, Kay Frances, seven:
Oliver III, three and a half:
and Julienne, two.
Mrs. Johnson has been an
English teacher at Hamilton,
but since a husband and wife
cannot be members of the
same faculty in Memphis, she Last week, a telegram from
will be transferred this fall to the Defense Department inform
Melrose High School.
ed Mrs Gladys Patterson of
The new Hamilton principal 957 Knight Pl. that her 18 yearis a member of the Greenwood old son Mark had died in a
Christian Methodist Episcopal hospital in Da Nang, South Viet
Church.
Nam._

Son Who Volunteered
Is A Victim In Vietnam

Ends Harassment
Shooting Ex-Friend

Delegates Back From
Youth Meet In Texas

Youth Hacked
By Foe Armed
With Machete

Beautician
Is Elected

Major Robinson
Wins Promotion

Friends Day
At Trinity CME

A GIFT FOR THE 1UNCF
— United Insurance Company of America became a
major contributor to the
United Negro College Fund
recently and made a contri•
bution of $25,000, which

will benefit some 3$ predominantly Negro colleges.
From left are Walter Lenhard. Jr., president; Dr.
James R. Lawson, president of Fisk University ac-

-44

cepting check on behalf of
UNCF; O.T. Hogan. chairman of the board and founder, and A.D. Johnson, sec
retary and co-founder of
the 411 ear-old eompans.

Annual Friends Day will be
observed next Sunday, July 7,
at the Trinity CMIC Church at
630 Wells eve. at 3 p.m.
The guest speaker will be
Rev. 0. C. Crivens, pastor of
St. Stephen Baptist Church.
With him will be member, of
his congregation and the famous St Stephen Male chorus.
Andrew Jackson is general
chairman of Friends Day. Rev.
Dewitt T. Alcorn is pastor.

6

BROTHERS IN CUBA —
Sidney Flynn, left, and his
younger brother, Earl, are
pictured at work in the kitchen of the Naval Air Station at Guantanamo, Cuba,

where both are cooks. The
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Flynn of 902 Gaither
Cove, Memphis, they were
united in February, 1968
when Earl, a 20-year-old

seaman, reported for duty
to the Caribbean Naval
Base. Sidney, a commissaryman third class, has
been at the base since August 1967.

licemen rushed to the scene.
During the melee, Mrs. Pennington said her house coat was
ripped off, and she was beaten
on the hand with a club. A
daughter. Catherine, became hysterical and required a shot to
calm her.
Instead of carrying her two
sons to the police station after
they were arrested at the house,
Mrs. Pennington said the two
were taken to a point near
Trigg and Lauderdale and beaten again.
When the case was brought on
the docket last Saturday, Mrs.
Pennington asked that time be
allowed for her to get an attorney, and the case was reset
for Wednesday, July 10.
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NEA Will Install First Negro

Cardinal
Brennan
Rites Set

/
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President At Dallas Convention
WASHINGTON
D. C., — problems that confront the years in the Salisbury schools
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Koontz, nation, "rather it must and most of her career has
the first Negro to rise to the recognize education's role in been spent teaching slow learntop post of the National Edu- preparing children to be ers. Her work in education ascation Association, will be in- full participators and contri- sociations has not been constalled as president of the 1.1 butors in a vibrant society." fined to the local and state
million-member organization on Mrs. Koontz will
be taking level only. She worked up
July 6, in Dallas.
'office at a crucial time in "through the ranks" in the
She will take over the NEA NEA's history when teacher NEA's largest department, the
reins at the close of the Asso- demands, sparked by the ac- Association of Classroom
ciation's 106th annual conven- tions of militant leaders, are Teachers, to become its presition, succeeding Braulio Alonso causing the profession to take dent in 1965.
of Tampa, Fla. The convention stands on many critical issues She is a life member of the
is being held in Dallas Memor- such as walkouts, strikes, sanc- NEA and some of her many
ial Auditorium, July 2-6.
tions and teacher-administrator professional memberships inMrs. Koontz is a special edu- and teacher-school board rela- clude the NEA's Council for
Exceptional Children, the North
cation teacher from Salisbury, tionships.
N. C. Her installation will Of teacher unrest, she says: Carolina Council for Exceptionmark the second time in four "We should be glad that teach- al Children, and the National
years that the NEA has had a ers are militant. It indicates Association for Retarded Chilpresident from North Caro- their concern over the dreadful dren. She was appointed by
lina. Miss Lois Edinger, a pro- conditions in some of our President Johnson to the Nafessor of education at the Uni- schools—the dilapidated and tional Advisory Council on Edversity of North Carolina in dirty building s, out-of-date ucation in 1965. She is on the
Greensboro, was head of the textbooks, teaching materials education committee of the NaAssociation 1964-65. She is now and equipment. Teacher mili- tional Urban League.
a member of the NEA Board tancy is an expression of a
Mrs. Koontz is a member of
of Trustees.
deep frustration of teachers the Episcopal Church and in
In a pre-convention interview, who know that children deserve 1955 was delegate to the TrienMrs. Koontz said she would something better. I am glad nial Convention of Episcopal
chart the course she wants the they are willing to fight for a Churchwomen in Hawaii. She
is a member of the board of
NEA to follow when she makes better break for children."
her inaugural address to the At the same time, teachers directors of SIECUS, the Sex
Education
and
representative
assembly
in I feel that they deserve better Information
salaries and working condi- Council of the U.S. In 1965 she
Dallas.
Some of the challenges she tions, time to prepare for their was made an honorary memwill pose to the delegates are: classes, and a stronger voice ber of Zeta Phi Beta, a nationThat the NEA must be a in policy-making, Mrs. Koontz al sorority
Among the many honors that
"pacesetter rather than explained.
She is a graduate of Price have been bestowed upon her,
simply another trotter in
the field" in deciding which School and Livingstone College Mrs. Koontz was given the
direction education in this in her hometown of Salisbury. Distinguished Alumni MedalShe earned a master's degree lion for Achievement from her
country must go.
That the NEA must move from Atlanta University in At- alma mater, Livingstone Colquickly away from tradi- lanta, and completed additional lege, in 1966, and an honorary
tional thinking and promote graduate work at Columbia doctorate of humane letters in
the concept of schools "as and Indiana Universities. Be- 1967. She was presented the
learning centers with pupil- cause of her interest in special keys to the city by Salisbury's
oriented curriculums and education, she enrolled for ad- mayor when she was elected
with qualified teams of ditional work in this field at president-elect of the NEA in
teachers directing the learn- North Carolina College, Dur- 1967, and was recipient of the
ham.
ing."
Civitan Distinguished Award
That the NEA must not
A veteran teacher, Mrs. by the Civitan Club of Salisback away from the many Koontz has spent almost 30 bury in April 1968.

PHILADELPHIA — Franc!,
Cardinal Brennan, this country's "quiet man in Rome" and
holder of the highest Vatican
post ever conferred on an Amer
ican, died here Tuesday. He was
74.
The Cardinal flew to the United States June 18 when he was
admitted to Miseracordia Hospital where be died. Brennan
had been ill for about a month
in Rome before he was brought
here "for tests" of an undisclosed illness.
Cardinal Brennan rose from
the hard coal regions of Northeastern Pennsylvania to become
head of the Roman Curia's congregation of the sacraments.
He was named to the high-ranking Vatican post last Jan. 15
by Pope Paul after serving as
dean of the Sacred Roman Rota.
A solemn pontifical requiem
mass will be offered here Friday at the Cathedral of SS.
Peter and Paul for the son of
a dentist who eked out a living for his six children in the
coal mining community of
Shenandoah, Pa.

JOBS FOR BLACK PEOPLE — 3,000 jobs for black
people is the demand being
made by the new Coalition
of Community Organizations (COCO) protesting
plans for construction of
giant World Trade Center
in downtown Manhattan.
Objections are that building trade unions which will

As Delegate

put some 30,000 people to
work on the job in 1970 are
notorious for discriminating against Negroes and the
town towers to be built to a
height of 1,350 feet will interfere with television re•
ception in Harlem and
ghetto communities making
it necessary for low income
residents to buy expensive

equipment in order to see
television. These officials
are demanding 3,000 jobs
for blacks and reduction of
towers to 900 feet. From
left are James F arm e r,
former national chairman
of CORE and now Congressional candidate from Bedford-Stuyvesant; J a c k ie
Hayes of Jackie Hayes and

Evers, unsuccessful candidatelEvers also lost a floor move
for Congress this year, demand-!to nominate two at-large Negro
ed two conditions from the Mis- delegates. It was at that point
sissippi DemocrP.t.s.
that Evers resigned, gaining

Associates, public relations
firm; Alfred Duckett, syndicated columnist and author
and
chairman
of
COCO; and Bishop F.D.
Washington, assistant state
bishop of New York State
Churches of God in Christ
and pastor of influential
Washington Temple, Brooklyn.

His abrupt resignation came
after Gov. John Bell Williams,
who ignored the Democratic
Party in 1964 to back Barry
Goldwater, vowed his 44-delegate slate would not stand for
"special vilification and persecution without cause" at the
convention in Chicago next
month.

Carl B. Stokes (shown to right of Humphrey) during his 24-hour visit. (UPI Telephoto)

Relatives Are Feted
During Family Affair
Mr. and Mrs. S W. Robinson Mrs. Oscar Campbell. Sr. and
honored out of town relatives their
grandmother,
great
with a family affair last Mon- Bobbin; Mr. Robinson's brothday night at their residence, er-in-law, Chester Adams; his
1524 S. Montgomery.
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
Guest relatives were Mrs. George
Banks. of
Mineral
Mary E. Brooks of Harrisburg, Wells, Miss.: his cousins Mr.
Pa., sister of Mrs. Robinson; and Mrs. M. C. Myers and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Bragg tame of their children, Marva,
and two of their five children Velma and Sherman of ByStanley. Sandra, and a grand- belie, Miss. Also his brother
"Jiffy", (brother and and sister-in-law.
son
Mr. and
sister-inlaw of Mrs. Robinson), Mrs. Oscar
Campbell
Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Miller L. Gayton, and their daughter Connie. and
be is pastor of Metropolitan Mrs. Donna Polk, sister of
Baptist Church, Philadelphia, Mrs. Robinson.
Pa., uncle and aunt of Mr. Friends assisting in serving
Robinson.
the barbecue were Miss Doro- ,1
were Mr. thy P. Evans, and Mrs. LilOther relative
Robinson's parent's Mr. and lian M. Anderson.

NOW SHOWING

omen

V

AMOK
HMI&
BISSILERT

To Convention

"I'm not going to see out my
people," the civil rights leader
said.

A viewing will be held Thursday evening at St. Martin's
Chapel in St. Charles Borromeo
Seminary, where Cardinal Brennan was a student and, later,
a teacher.
He was ordained in Rome in
1920 and returned to the Vatican in 1940 where he was named
a Monsignor and elevated to
the position of judge of the
Rota by Pope Pius XII.

riaMISY!

He wanted at least 10 uncom-Ithe floor on a point of personal
mitted Negro delegates with privilege.
"full authority" to cast their, The convention selected two
ballots independently, and elimi- Negro delegates among the 44
nation of the state party's "unit and one alternate delegate who
rule" requiring all delegates to is a Negro. The two delegates
JACKSON. Miss. — Charles vote as a bloc for the candidate were Dr. Gilbert Mason of BilEvers resigned as a Mississippi chosen by a majority of the oxi and Dr. Mathew J. Page'
of Greenville, both active in civil.
delegate to the Democratic Na- delegation.
Both conditions were refused. rights work in the past.
after
Tuesday
C9nvention
tional
accusing the State Democratic
••
•••
Party of racial discrimination.

HHH VISITS WITH CBS

sr
In

Philadelphia Archbishop John
Cardinal Krol will be the principal celebrant. Rev. Francis
J. Fuery, Bishop of San Diego,
Calif., will deliver the sermon
at the noon mass.

Evers Quits

Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey arrives at Burke Airport in Cleveland, where
he will be the red-carpet guest of Mayor

s:
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Make the mostof their
'Wonder Years"

Evers' resignation and Williams' vow brought speculation
that the state's regular party
delegation would again be challenged, and that the party regulars headed by Williams might
walk out of the convention.

GREAT
SCOTCH!
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The"Wonder Years'one through
twelve,
when you can do the most for your child's are the formative years
growth.

TWO BEST PLACES TI 1E1
MORE CAR FOR YOUR 11111!

You're right...
it's light!
NAND'S PROOF. 11XPIT (ROWED SCOTCH
WHISKY IMPORTED BY MR BOSTON
DISTILLER INC . BOSTON MASS

During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually
grow to 90% of their adult height.
To help make the most of their
"Wonder Years," serve them
nutritious Wonder Bread. Every
delicious slice is carefully
enriched with foods for body
and mind. So make the most of
their "Wonder Years."

Serve Wonder Bread—for
enjoyment,for enrichment.
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Library Commission
Expunges Bradfield File
The Detroit Library Commis- depth study- of library perion
sion this week announced Its nel practices.
agreement with the recom- Mrs. Clara Jones, pressentI3
mendation of the Commission chief of Hubbard Branch Li
on Community Relations, brary, will serve as Librar
"without prejudice to expunge Neighborhood Consultant to de
the employee 'profile' report velop resident citizen advisor
dated Sept. 6, 1966, of Mrs. committees on library service
Marjorie Bradfield, former em- to the public. The consultan
assignment will be under tb
ployee of the library."
The Commission adopted the direction of the Home Readini
Director, Kennet,
measure following a report of Services
a joint meeting of subcommit. King.
tees of both commissions ear- Represtntatives of neighbor
lier this month.
hood organizations, religiou
Two members of the De- groups, schools and businesses
troit Public Library staff were serving on the citizen advisor.
given new assignments by the committees; will be asked to
Commission to further its fair suggest ways to promote ant
employment policy.
stimulate the use of the Li
Mrs. Audrey Biel, Personnel brary and to recommend 1'
Director, will cooperate with brary-oriented programs whic'
the Commission on Community will best serve their neighboi
Relations to conduct an in- hood.

I
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SITIING IN THE SHADE —
In the above picture are

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BU S, ROLLS
ARE YOUR VERY BEST BUYS IN MEMPHIS!
ANN

"MINI-COOKING" in a mini-park can be fun as demonstrated by Mrs. Nota Anderson, one who has done much
work in the building of the
Mini-Park at Lauderdale
near Linden. Seen with her

Melrose PTA

is Bennie Booker who helped Mrs. Anderson build the
bar-b-cue pit pictured above
and put a saw dust top on
the park. (Photo by Continental)
I Mrs. Erma Pegues, historian
land Mrs. Millie Scott, publicity
chairman and F. M. Campbell
is principal of the school.

Gives Donation.
633 Keel Avenue

To School Band'

MINI-PARK BOOM In the
above picture is one of the
many
Mini-Parks
being
sponsored by The City Beautiful Commission. They have

put up 12 in the past two
weeks. Many people say
City Beautiful commissions
in other cities waste their
time wtih parties, parades

etc; while the Memphis
City Beautiful Commission
really gets down to cases
and takes care the parts

of the city that need the
most care (Photo by Continental)

Newly elected officers of
the PTA for 1968-69 are: Mrs.
president;
Ercille J a ckson
Mrs. Lucille Hill, first vice
president; Mrs. Eula Featherstone, second vice president;
Mrs. Erma Matthews, third
vice president; Mrs. Bessie
Edwards, fourth vice president;
Mrs. Cora Hull fifth vice president.

MINI PARK

A

The Melrose PTA closed the
year by giving a financial donation to the band which is
under the direction of R. J.
McLemore. The school and
community is very proud of one
of its young people, William
Hebon who is the only Negro of
the Memphis Symphony Youth
Orchestra.

Place To Rest, Think, And play

Since its creation, the first cant lots unfit for children to
Mini-Park has proven to be play in. And yet due to a
one of the best spots for lack of recreational areas the
neighborhood gathering places. children played among manThe park is on Linden near ure's rats and piles of garLauderdale, and has improved bage.
with age• thanks to efforts of
what
people like Bennie Booker, Suddenly, out of
nowhere,
a
group
appeared
to
who has collected money for
of people dressed in working
the park.
the
A lot of thanks can go to clothes converged upon
vacant
lot
and
started
picking
those few Negroes who have
given their money, like Curtis up trash, cutting weeds and
Lee Johnson, owner of the moving debris.
There was a band playing
American Service Station on
Linden and Lauderdale." I soul music. A Sears truck dethink this mini park adds livered some swings and a
strength to the community that Pepsi Cola stand was set up.
is why I gave. I can't work in In nearly three hours what
the Mini Parks so I give," was once an eyesore vacant
lot was turned into a playpaid Mr. Johnson.
The first Mini-park has be- ground and park.
come a place for mothers to Miss Nota Anderson and
bring their children; for boys Bennie Booker went to work
to bring their girlfriends to and added a few more things
iron out romantic difficulties, like barbeque pits, plants and
and a place for youngsters to shrubs, and picnic tables.
•
As weeks pass, the minijust swing and play.
Before the Mini-park idea parks are destined to become
evolved, there were many va- better.

Mrs. Gertrude Bridgeforth, 1
secretary; Mrs. Thelma Payton, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Janice Jeans, chaplain; Harold
Josephl
Winfrey, treasurer;
Matthews, p a r liamentarian;
CONGRATULATIONS — Seen in the above
picture are Bennie Booker,
the man who has done much
for the improvement of the
mini-parks and Curtis Lee
Johnson owner of the American Service Station on Linden and Lauderdale. Mr.
Johnson is one of the few
Negroes who has given money to equip tba parks.
.0'
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1550 NE THER WOOD

"Formerhi Netherwood SUNDRY"
NETHERWOOD&WILLETT,---

Now that you've fallen for his
line, we think you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
Deserves to be...
PHOTOGRAPHED
in Natural Color...
for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
FREE BOOK WITH MINIMUM

WHIZ' HMV*
SERVICEi*A SMILE
CALL 278-9257

9

•HOTD065• BEER TO GO •
---t General Merchandi5e
•

WE DELIVER
BIJ5INE55 HOOk5

• MONDAY—THURSDAY 10 00 A.M. Til 12:00 Midsitlit
FRIDAY — SATURDAY 10:00 A.M. Till 12:30 A.M.

SUNDAY

12:00 A.M. TIlt 12:00 MIAOW

We DeePly APPrecja+e YourPdifrona_t.
.AL FORD IMORWIN k MRS PINKIE MORGAN MRS.

Only 350"
Cash Down
Including Closing
Buy of the Year
In North Memphis
very spacious 8 TOOT home in
tip top condition. Immaculate
throughout. Two full baths.
Hall through center plan. Can
be use as a duplex. Large
front proch. Two car gorage
with storage room. Only $9,300
FHA or 000 Down VA Call
Now Ed Thoni, 386-9951

ED THONI COMPANY
Realtor
4711 POPLAR
682-1651

BROWN 'N
SERVE
ROLLS

Mil. Mir 4E. d•Mii. AM.

dINIMiro

maximum freshness.

L._

12 TO,Cc
PKG LJ
HOGUE &
KNOTT
HAMBURGER
HOT DOG

13c
BUNS 8PFT
(1
HOGUE & KNOTT
1 2 LB. SANDWICH LOAF L)I
BIG 1/

I

King Cotton
Kraft
Franks lb pkg56
Mayonaise
Fryers cut-up lb 32c
1 limit qt 39 tray pack
King Cotton I Hogue& Knott
Picnics .
or
smoked-slictd 1647( Purez Bleach
whole
lb 44c
1/20 280

Hudson or Cornet
napkins
60 count

pkg

Omega Flour
516 bag 59C

Morton Pie
all flavors 14oz 22C

HOGUE& KNOTT
143711.HOLLYWOOD
'3511 PARK
1344 N. THOMAS
;:15711 LANK

4321 SUMMER
97? SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Like
In
and
excitement?
•••you
• bet.

GUEST

WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH THIS AD.

Continental Photographers
236 So. Danny Thomas

Phone 323-3469

411111.

in Memph;s by Momphians
HOGUE & 1• 13aked
.. rushed daily to your big: I
KNOTT 11-Hogt.n. & Knott supermirket for

RACING NIGHLY THRU
OCTOBER 17th
WEST MEMPHIS
ARKANSAS

SATURDAY, JULY 6 1968

DEFENDER

TO SERVE AS CHIEF NURSE

SH

The Store that cares—about you!
01011

°aft

SUPER RIGHT

\
4

ROUND STEAK
i
11-%

Lb

87C

It

/

BACON
ENOS & PIECES

99c

4 Lb. Box
\
‘

CUCUMBERS
EACH

5c

FRESH

New Bethel
Plans Friends
Day Program

.YELLOW CORN
5. LARGE EARS

49c
aloft amii

sow
JUMBO

RED RIPE
99C
.

ARKANSAS RED HAVENS

PEACHES

39c

2 Lb.

•

ubs For Children_
Library Experiment

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

WATERMELON
EACH

r

utora E. Wells, Jr
Candidate For k.idge

FRESH

•

A Memphis girl who wasSt. Louis business.
Jehovah's Witnesses in Metn-'Mississippi, Louisiana and Misfrom the St. Louis] From a family of five chilgraduated
phis are assisting in prepara- souri. Session will feature
Women;dren and a high school gradtions for a southern district Bible lecture and stage dra- Mrs. Gloria Bigham has been Bigham, live at 2518 Pasadena Job Corps Center for
Louis uate, Miss Bratcher had been
St.
a
at
placed
named
been
chief
has
nurse
consultant
with
their
three
children:
Arconvention of the Christian or- mas that depict Bible princiunsuccessful in her efforts to
firm.
manufacturing
for
Project PRESCAD. She tan, 12; Frances, 8; and Jesse
ganization to be held here.
ples at work in modern life.
holds a masters of public Martin, 5. Mr. Bigham is an She is Mitty Bratcher, 18, obtain employment because of
Lawrence Straughter, pre1431 her lack of Job skills.
siding minister of the Orange A large pre-convention organi- health degree from the Univer- accountant with the City of whose family resides at
The St. Louis Job Corps CenMemphis.
Street,
Main
South
Mound Congregation said mem- zation is taking shape, headed sity of Michigan and a nursing Detroit.
She was hired as an assembler ter for Women, like 17 other
bers of his congregation are by D. J. Thomas, a district degree from Wayne State Unia small appliance manu- women's centers across the
versity. For the past two years Mrs. Bigham is past presi- at
itaking part in a daily rooming
country, is more than a job
minister
of
Jehovah's
Witnesdent
of
the
Wayne
State
Unicompany.
facturing
she has taught at Mercy Colcanvass now under way.
ses, who will serve as conven- lege in Detroit. Before that versity College of Nursing Enrolling at the Center in training program. The Center
At a recent kickoff meeting
she was supervising public Alumni and active in the Mich- September, 1967, Miss Bratcher exists to help young women
of 19 Witness congregations tion manager. One of the sev- health nurse for the Detroit igan Nurses Association and completed business and clerical develop the necessary educain the Memphis area, members eral Kingdom Halls of Jeho- Health Department.
the Michigan League for Nur- training. She also took classes tional, vocational and social
were given instructions and vah's Witnesses in Memphis
sing. She is a member of the in business English, business abilities to become a healthy
,were assigned territories for that has been turned into a In PRESCAD Mrs. Bigham executive board of the Com- mathematic, typing,
short- citizen, wife or mother.
a door-to-door search for rooms. rooming headquarters is beat- will be a member of the health munity Affairs Commission of hand, switchboard operation, Job training is provided in
team
whose
ed at 426 Scott St.
goal is to provide
the Archdiocese of Detroit Sy- office practice and business four areas—graphic arts, busiAn estimated 13,000 will at- Don A. Campbell, a circuit quality health care to children
nod.
machines. As part of her train- ness and clerical skills, retail
tend the convention in the Mid- minister, is in charge of the who otherwise could not obtain
ing,
she performed secretarial and merchandising, and health
it. On the team are physicians, "This commission has crowdSouth Coliseum in Memphis, rooming activity.
in the offices of a service skills.
duties
July 25-28. Mr. Straughter pointnurses, dentists, social work- ed out my hobbies of bowling,
ed out. Many will stay in mo- Other departments are ar- ers, nutritionists, psychologists swimming and photography,"
tels and hotels in this area, ranging for equipment, plan- and health educators.
I
Mrs. Bigham said, "but I still
but others must be housed in ning the stage arrangements,
make
time
to
work
for
the
Insecuring
volunteer
workers
"The
goal
is
to
give
health
private homes.
•/
and generally "dong everything care which is comprehensive ternatona1Afro Amrican Museum whose aim is to build
He said that in 1945. when the that can be done ahead of (any thing the child needs)
and continuing (not just when pride and self identity in the
Witnesses staged a similar time."
he is acutely ill). The empha- black child."
convention in Metnphis, accothe convention opens, sis is on preventive medicine. She is a charter member of
modations were found for all Once
will be swift. Morning,
those attending "and they were the pace
A member of the health team thi museum•
Buford E. Wells, Jr. is a
afternoon
and evening sessions will visit the child's home for
warmly welcomed by the comThe PRESCAD Child Health candidate for General Sessions
planned. The convention is
are
munity."
PRESCAD is an attempt to
Judge — Division VI.
one of 35 district assemblies look at the whole child in his Centers in Detroit are located
Memphis, TenBorn
in
in
the
Central
Community
AcThe four-day assembly in planned this summer in the total environment", she said.
tion Center, at 14th Street and nessee, September 21, 1927. He
Memphis, will bring together United States by Jehovah's
lived in South Memphis the
delegates from all over the Witnesses. Ten others will be PRESCAD now operates six West Grand Boulevard;
centers
community
health
Franklin
Settlement
House,
3360
early
part of his life.
country, but mainly from Ar- held in Canada, another in Berwhich are backed up by three Charlevoix; and at 13235 Wood- He attended St. Thomas
kansas, Tennessee, Alabama, muda.
PRESCAD-related hospitals in row Wilson. Out-county centers School from the fist to the
The guest speaker will be Wayne County. It is financed are located in Ecorse, Inkster eighth grade. Upon graduation
Rev. S.M. Harris, and mem- by the U.S. Children's Bureau and Sumpter. The PRESCAD- he attended Christian Brothers
hers of his congregation at Is- and administered by the Wayne affiliated hospitals are Chil- High School for four years and
raelite Baptist Church will be County Department cif Health. dren's, Detroiti General and graduated in 1945.
guests at the program at 3 p.m. Mrs. Bigham graduated from Wayne County General.
Mr. Wells attended the UniWillie Robinson chairman of Cass Technical High School. Dr. C. Dale Barrett is execu- persity of Mississippi from 1945
Friends Day.
She and her husband, Frank L. tive director of PRESCAD.
to 1949, receiveing Bachelor of
Annual Deaconess Day was
Arts degree in 1949, and LLB
celebrated at the church last
idegree in 1951. Member of
Sunday with Mrs. C. Johnson, a C
Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
member of the church, as guest
He has been practicing law
speaker.
Mrs.
Pearl Wilson was
New Bethel Baptist Church at
since 1951; has been associated
chairman.
907 S. Parkway East will Mrs. Fannie Bynum is church
with Nelson, Norvell, Wilson,
observe Friends Day on next reporter. Rev. Dave Bond is
McRae, Ivy & Farmer since
Sunday, July 7.
April 1954; served on various
pastor of the church.
BLTORD E. WELLS, JR.
J
Committees of the Memphis
Clubs for children open up a!music. But those who attend Bar Association; was Chairman
Catholic Church, he has been
new dimension in public library will shape the eventual nature of the Entertainment Commit- president of
the Holy Name
service. The Memphis Public of the club and then give it a tee while in the Junior Bar; Society; very
active ih the Boy
and has sat as Special Judge
Library will use this summer to name.
Scouts of America of that
experiment with elementary
Groups in other cities have,in both City and General Ses- parish and was president of
sions Courts.
school-age
children's
clubs.
operated
under
such
titles
as
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Highpoint Civic Club in 1956.
South Branch Library on High- Buzz, Hobby, Fun, Pal and He is a member — AmeriPlace Your Order Now
way 61 South and the Frayser and Drama Clubs and Book can Bar Association, Tennessee His father, Buford E. Wells,
Branch Library will conduct the Forums. Frayser Branch plans Bar Association and Memphis Sr., who died in 1952, was vice. For Individuals And Groups
prototype program for later are incomplete at this time but and Shelby County Bar Associa- president of Union Planters
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
evaluation.
clubs were started in depriv- tion, and Memphis Athletic Title Guaranty Company and
ed areas of urban communi- Club. He served in U.S. Air had been with Union Planters
TAILORS
CUSTOM
South Branch Library started
ties on the east and west Force Reserves in 1951 and Bank for over 25 years prior to
its weekly club meetings June
his death. A great uncle, Oscar
coasts. Since, they have prov20. Boys and girls entering 5th
ed successful in all kinds of 1952.
Married to the former Joy Hurt, was manager of Union
INC.
and 6th grades in the fall have
urban
neighborhoods. Graham of Biloxi, Miss.; they Planters Bank, North Memphis
been invited to come.
JA 7-9320
248 Vance Ave.
Often, adult volunteers from have five children, Graham 14, Branch. for many years.
Mrs. Jea nette Reynolds, the neighborhood help the liBrian 11: Jeff 9, Jenny 8 and Recently Buford E. Wells,
Memphis, 'renames
children's librarian at South brarian, and Mrs. Reynolds
John 4, and live at 4975 Brook- Jr. was the winner of the Bar
Branch, is planning the first hopes to find such assistance
°YOUR emperor Makes What Yoe Ask Far Anj
Primary for General Sessions
wood Cove.
Creates What You Think or
meeting to include pantomime, around South Branch.
A communicant of St. Louis Judge of Division VI.
charades and the singing of folk The children of this age are
noted for addiction to the formation of "clubs." Their restlessness. curiosity, hunger to
do and create, their boredom
with listening to adults and Wilson Bailey of 4538 For- "It will be a distinct pleasure
watching TV and little broth- restville, and Connie Mack working with them to convince
young
people
from
ers and sisters, these, coupled Higgins of 622 East 38th pl., other
with the informal atmosphere have named to Young Citizens throughout the state that th e
of the library and the lack, of for Dwyer, a committee of Republican party is the vehipressure to achieve something young people from throughout cle through which these ideals
have all been cited by libra- the state who will work in be- dicated to furthering the cause
rians as reasons for the suc- half of the candidacy of Rob- can best be achieved."
ert A. Dwyer, Republican can- Bailey is president of the 3d
cess of library clubs.
And the library becomes didate for lieutenant governor. of good government and the
part of the club's equipment — "I am tremendously honored ward Young Republican club
names of rocks, plants in- to have these young people ideals of democracy.
sects can be found there, word working for my cause," said and treasurer of the Illinois
Young Republican club.
for songs, rules for games, Dwyer.
stories for dramatization, and "Their accomplishments in
Higgins is a past vice-presiinstruction books for club arts other civic, scholastic, and
dent of the state YR body and
and crafts are all in the libra- political affairs show them to
past president of the 3d ward
ry for them to use.
be outstanding individuals, de- club.
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Job Corps Graduate
Hired In St. Louis

Jehovah's Witnesses
Mrs. Bingham Heads
Plans For Convention
Project PRESCAD
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/
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Young Citizens For Dwyer
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for every purse, every purpose...

GREEN PEAS
LARGE CAN

IOC

A&P

13AR-B-Q SAUCE

49c

QT.

4fteit ensies

STARLING

PORK SAUSAGE
129
3 lb. BAG
SUPER RIGHT

HAM
/29
Lb. CAN

—4.23 N. Clevelond
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South

2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AVE.

11

THERE
MANY WAYS
TO KEEP
COOL

has'em all
For a Room or a Whole House
More people put their confidence in Carrier than in any other make.

Robort offors a .50 Lubrication and 1.00 Tiro
Rotation in

his get acquainted special.

Authorized Carrier Dealer
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summer Aye.
4780 Summer Ave.

Bridges Sales Inc.
1740 S. Bellevue -next to Lincoln Park
Phone 942-2712

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. JULY 6,.

"Opteezette etee,t

Eadeste44
2127 So. Bellevue
at Elliston
Memphis, Tenn.

ice'
4 get lepaisceed

Inc have managed to keep all of their business far from the prying eyes of the public.
The girls are consistent record sellers and,
though it is little known, they are one of
the most important cogs in the giant wheel
that is Motown Record Corporation.

0

Whiz Ka
740 P.M #. 13:00A.M.

Al Pi:whist*
300 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.

SUPER SOUL "DJ'S"

WITH MEMPHIS

MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC

NIGHTand DAV

Avitry F. Davis
to 1.00 P.M.

900 A.M.

Comedian Flip Wilson has made more than a dozen apsigned a long-term exclusive pearances on NBC-TV's "The
development contract with the Tonight Show Starring Johnny
NBC Television Network, it Carson" since August, 1965.
was announced by Mort Wer- This season he has guest starner, vice president in charge red on eight of the network's
of Programs and Talent, NBC- "Rowan and Martin's LaughIn' shows" and a "Kraft Music
TV.
"We think Flip is one of the Hall." Last Summer, he apfinest young comedians to peared twice on the "Dean
emerge in recent years," Wer- Martin Summer Show Starring
Vic Damone."
ner said.
"Plans are presently under He also has made guest apway for the development of a pearances on NBC-TV's "Tospecial starring Flip which day" show, a number of daywill serve as the pilot for a time game shows, and on
variety programs on other netprojected series."
The young comedian has works.

Wilson Inks TV Pact

Wes had two LP's ranking first and

In last week's issue of Record World Magazine,
second with
t"Down Here On The Ground" as Number One.

At the time of his death Billboard Magazine had
Montgomery's "A Day In The Life" for the 37th consecutive week as the Number One jazz album in the
country.

!signed Negro writers Robert L.
NAT'S DAUGHTER
Carol Cole, daughter of the,Goodwin, Gene Boland and
late Nat King Cole, has been Harry Dolan to write scripts
signed for an important role for 20th Century-Fox TeleMad vision's new half-hour comedy
Columbia's "The
in
Room," which began filming series "Julia," starring Dinon location in Vancouver. Brit- halm Carroll in the title role.
ish Columbia. Stella Stevens Boland will team with Ben
and Shelly Winters are starred Gershman and Dolan will team
in the suspense drama.
with Harry Winkler in the asNorman Maurer will produce signments for the new series
"The Mad Room" with Ber- which airs every Tuesday
nard Girard to direct, in color evening on NBC-TV, beginning
in September. Goodwin is a
from his own screenplay.
Miss Cole recently returned veteran television writer who
to Hollywood from New York has contributed scripts to
where she made an auspicious "Bonanza," "Daktari," "Dunin dee and the Culhane" and
debut
stage
Broadway
"Weekend."
others.
BLACK SCRIBES TAPPED
"Julia," created by Kanter,
FOR TV
stars Lloyd Nolan and
also
•
Producer Hal Kanter has features Marc Copage.

IN1;r/if(
_
1340

IT IS SURPRISING how Motown's magnificent MARVELETTES have managed to bypass the expected bickering peculiar to soul
groups in this country. When the norm is
spotlighting one person in a group of three.
Gladys (right), Wanda (center) and Kather-

In 1966 after winning a coveted Grammy as the
best instrumentalist in record for his recording of
"Going Out of My Head," Montgomery gained national
recognition. He recorded "California Dreamin" in the
following year and from then on, he was off and running.

Although he played with the Lionel Hampton
Orchestra from 1948 to1950, he was comparatively unknown out side of his home in Indianapolis.

So scraping together $350, Wes bought a new
electric guitar and amplifier and began playing although he couldn't read a note of music. He was married at the time and could only practice late at night
after he came from work. In order to keep down the
sound so as not to awaken his wife, using his thumb instead of a pick.

Wes was a self-taught guitarist who perfected his
art by listening to the records of the late Charlie
Christian. In Wes'own words, he said the music of the
legendary Christian, "burned my ears and I became
obsessed with the desire to play like the idol."

He was scheduled to appear at several jazz festivals around the country, including the famous Newport Jazz Festival in Rhode Island during the long
Fourth of July Weekend.

over the world. His untimely death left a void that will
be hard to fill.

Wes' unique style of "thumbing" the guitar instead of using the traditional pick, won him fans all

The world of jazz lost one of its finest exponents
when popular guitarist Wes Montgomery died Saturday at the age of 45.

World Of Jazz Mourns Death Of Montgomery
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•THE SOUL PHILOSOPHER
•THE SOUL PHILOSOPHER
• BARRIERS FOR BLACK VOCALIST
•TOP TEN RECORDS
•SOUL FLICKS
•THE BELIEVERS
• WES MONTGOMERY

c-.404,141100wW4- -

AND

SET

EDDIE HARRISON

SAT. JULY 6th

SOUL

TRI ST kTE DEFENDER
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Soul Philosopher

emorial To King
To Be Broadcast

BUY U.S.

SAVINGS BONDS

SOME ARE LIKE THAT

I It's New
Nehru Hat

l

i

It's becoming the "unisex" in
fashions for the younger set.
Come fall, teen-aged boys and
girls will be dressing in lookalikes in shirts, vests, long jackets, plenty of pants and knickers.

Fashion Tips

r-

Talent Hunt
Going For
summer

s

African Music

NU Features

Kirk Douglas Stars In
Film The Arrangement'

Time was when the greatest , When that didn't faze John-,
dream of the Negro parent ny, up she climbed out of that
was to enable his children to tried and true, "I worked my
live "just like white folks."
fingers to the bone, I gave
you
the best money could buy" bag.
Think how traumatic the efIt had to happen — the Nehfects of black power are for
Johnny tried to explain to ru Hat — to top off this sea:
these hardworking folk who Mama why it didn't really son s fashion favorite — the
slaved for years to give their matter where he lived, as Nehru Jacket.
sons and daughters the best long as he really
.
lived.
But
And
h
so they might live in the lily- Mama just kept looking around
Champ Hats, innovator in
white world
as
equals.
at
the
great
big
picture
window, and the custom carpet hecdwear for men.
HOLLYWOOD — Kirk Doug- Kazan, who will produce and
Consider this example:
and shaking her head.
I Introduced just recently, it lass will play the role of the direct the picture from his own
For years Johnny couldn't
"Where did I go wrong?" t is an authoritative look in head advertising executive, Eddie widely read novel.
play with the other little black
Douglass is taking over the
she asked herself, over and'wear that can't be denied with- Anderson, in "The Arrangekids on the
block.
Mama
took
over. She wailed, and moaned out being ostentatious, it com- ment" and Faye Dunaway will part from which Marlon Branhim to and from school in the
and threatened, but Johnny plements the smart look of portray his mistress, Gwen do withdrew last month. Miss
Caddy, gave him violin lessons,
;the year — and tops it off with Hunt, it was announced by Dunaway was nominated for an
wouldn't budge.
sent him to private schools.
I
a
flair.
Kenneth
Hyman,
executive Academy best actress award
She turned to nagging. "Get
vice-president in charge of this year for her performance
Off to the "great white colI Champ Nehrus
are
extremeyour
hair
worldwide
production
cut." "Wash your
for War- in W7's "Bonnie and Clyde."
lege in the east" he went at 18,
ly lightweight, tastefully colorfeet."
"You
Bros.-Seven
ner
dressed up for
Arts,
Elia
and
Deborah Kerr and Richard
joined the fraternity, dated the
'ful, foldable, packable, fashHalloween
in
that robe!
Boone were previously set for
rich girls from the deb set,
ionable.
the picture. Miss Kerr will apand made the middle-class
Johnny was patient, he exNehrus
pear as Douglas' wife and
come in two fabrics
scene with gusto.
plained and explained. Talked
Boone
as his father. Filming
until his head swam trying to — a fine twill and a huskier
Then, zap! Along
came
will start Oct. 15 and shooting
tell
Mama about the great revo- weave with stubby surface inStokely and Rap all those
is to take place both in Los
lution that was taking place terest.
other
cats
preaching that
Angeles and New York, locales
right under her nose.
And, you select from 12
'black is beautiful'
scene.
of
the story.
Finally in desparation one day I citing colors that answer to
Although Douglas has starred
Johnny moved out of Mama's
in many notable films, the role
Mama cried out to the son such exciting descriptions as
middleclass
mortgaged,
alI
in "The Arrangement" will unshe couldn't recognize any- ganges green, bombay brown,'
most-white, heaven, where the
temple
mple gold, nehru
white,
cur-1
doubtedly
be a new high in his
grass is manicured within more, "But what was wrong ry, guru blue, calcutta peach,1
with all the things your father
career. The sensational novel
an inch of its life, back down
and
has
I
taught you all these rangoon green, brahmin buff, I
been a best seller almost
in the ghetto with the junkies,
paprika and taj teal.
An ambitions summer proj- from its
years'!"
publication date. Kathe winos and the creeps who'd
ect
to
undiscover in New zan has been conducting an infind
snip your gullet in an alleyway.
It was really sad, but Johnny
York's
socio-economic depres- tensive search for a replaceJohnny became imbued with had to tell it like it was. He
sed areas has been announced ment after Brando seperated
the great messiah spirit. He looked out across the carefully
jointly by the Police Athletic himself from the production.
longed to fill the cup of the kept front lawn, sighed and
League and WABC, Radio. The I Douglas recently finished work
tieprived brothers and sisters, said:
announcement was made to the I in "The Brotherhood," directed
Mama wouldn't let him play
news media by Robert C. de by Martin Ritt.
"Nothing Mama, except you
with years ago.
Miss Dunaway rose to starLellis, Acting Executive Direcnever told me who I really
tor of PAL; and Don B. Curk- dom in less than two years and,
From the violin he turned tit was."
her
portrayal of
ran, Vice President and Gen- following
the bongs and tribal drums
of
eral Manager of WABC, dur- bank robber Bonnie, has been
'
,ester year; a sound Mama kA
ing the weekly news conference in a position to choose her
always cringed at for betray- !VI
Mayor
of
John
V. Lindsay at roles from dozens of offers.
ing her shameful past.
Since
"Bonnie and Clyde" she
City
Hall recently.
has made "Thomas Crown and
He thumbed his nose at the
"Talent Hunt" will be con- Company" with Steve McQueen
great institutions of higher
ducted
on specially selected and "The Extraordinary Seaeducation, and vowed to get
A program entitled, "A FitPAL
p 1 a ystreets in
the, man" with David Niven.
his degree in the white hot jun- ting Memorial to Dr. Martin
Bronx, Manhattan, Queens and
gle school of ghetto society.
Luther King, Jr.," will
prebe
Brooklyn, beginning in early
sented over
Radio Station
Johnny grew his hair long, KWAM,
July and continuing through
THE NEHRU HAT
990 on the dial, on
stopped worshipping the light- Sunday, July
The new look in headwear is August. The campaign will con7, at 5:30 p.m.
skinned, curly-headed young
the Nehru Hat, designed to top clude with a concert performance of the top talent on
deb Mama had all picked mfl;
It will be presented by
off
this
season's
fashion
favand went home to the real Bishop P. L. Johnson, minister orits for men — the Nehru Sunday afternoon, August 25,
EVANSTON Illinois — Afriin the Singer Bowl.
live black chick with the natu- of the Tabernacle Community Jacket.
can music will be the subral hair and the sense of Chtwch at 31:0 Cynthia.
Each of the twelve play- ject of a series of five lecsocial awareness.
streets will conduct its own tures to be presented at Northunder
"Talent
Hunt"
the western University during July
Mama almost died.
supervision of a team of three by the internationally recogniz"What will the neighbors
ethnomusicologist
Klaus
More parody from the indus- youth leaders from the office of ed
think?"
she
screamed
at
him.
PAL's
Kitty
Kirby,
DiMiss
Wachsmann in Lutkin Hall, 700
try, this in reference to the rector of Music, Dance and
University Pl. Evanston at 8:15
preference for blacks
stockin
Drama.
team
The
search
will
p.m.
ings: "Blacks is the color of my out a variety of talent inThe free public lectures, sponcluding drama and dance, in sored by the School of Music
true love's sheers."
addition to soloists and musical will include:
The accent on feminine
legs
Contestants
groups.
each
on
"The
Sounds
of
promises to go right on into playstreet will compete at rica," Wednesday Music in AfJuly 3; "The
fall and winter with pattern, neighborhood finals to be con- Musical
Instruments of Africa,"
pattern everywhere. Just to
ducted
WABC's
by
Chuck
LeonJuly 10; "Aspects of Music
show what
they
mean,
the
accompanie
ard,
WABC
by
d
History in Africa," July 17;
manufacturers recently held a recording engineers who will
"A Detailed Analysis of Harp
"stage" show for the nation's tape each
performance so
buyers and one skit parodied a that the winning group can be Song from Buganda," July 24;
familiar tune. It ran, "Now rebroadcast on WABC. Also "Modern Trends: Alternatives
heaven
knows, everything's at these neighborhood finals, for Musicans and Composers in
Africa,"
Tuesday, July 30.
hose."
the New York Seven-Up Com"African
and other non-westwill
dispense
Royal ern
Look for a leather binge in pany
music is enjoying a confall ready-to-wear. It shows Crown Cola to the youngsters stantly increasing importance
in attendance.
for younger
folks
in
in the study of music," said
both
real
and fake in everything from
All members of the winning Theodore Lams, associate dean
jumpers to fringed buckskin groups will receive United f in the School of Music and coskirts, two-piece knits and States Savings
Bonds and ordinator of arrangements for
"body" sweaters ribbed in at will perform at the August 25 the lecture series.
the waist.
public concert in Singer Bowl. "We're delighted not only at
All proceeds from the concert the prospect of having ProSwimwear
designers
take
note of fashion's return of the will be donated to the Police fessor Wachsinann as a permanent member of our faculty
waistline and bring back the Athletic League.
but also at having the opporbelt on summer's water-going
In Commenting on the talent
crop. Belts are tied, buckled, program, Mayor Lindsay not- tunity to make him available to
the public in this lecture series,
even chain-linked and show
up
ed:
said Lams.
on one piece as well as the
Prof. Wachsmann will join
"The 'Talent Hunt' project
more covered two-part veris an excellent example of the Northwestern faculty this
sions.
cooperation between a social- summer under a joint appointactivity agency like PAL and a ment as professor of music
public spirited private enter- history and literature in t h e
prise like WABC Radio. They School of Music, and professor
are combining to reach and of linguistics in the College of
tap a vast pool of talent and Arts and Sciences. He will also
energy and, in doing so, will participate in the School's Probenefit the entire city."
gram of African Studies.

Buddy, you probalby won't take this too kindly, but
not only have I forgetten my wallet ...

Theatre Wing
By EARL CALLOWAY

Lucille Keiths, Mrs. Fans*,
Pierre, Mrs. Willette Crane
and Mr. Chuaningham. On
top row are, same order,
Mr. and Mn. Charles R.

Jones, Miss Delpbene Richards, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz
Elizabeth
Johnson, Mrs.
Adams and Mel Johnson.
•11in Sociables are bar awn-

ers of Metropolit n New
Voris who organized to take
.emi-annual
jualsets
by
charter flight to various
parts of the globe.

The members of the group
are Jim Brasher, Sax; Paul
Cannon, guitar, Eddie Harrison, trumpet and singer; Jim
Johnson, bass; Robert Murray,
drums, Randy Shelton, trumpet
and Wally Wright, organist.

The Short-Kuts newest recording, "Hold It Baby" is
to be released within the next
month.

Both of their recent hits,
"Your Eyes May Shine" and
the "Loosen Up" were penned
by the "Dynamic duo" from
Stax, David Porter and Issac
Hayes. The flip side of the
group's first
hit "Tear
Come Tumbling" was written
and arranged by Harrison.

All of the members of the
Short-Kuts have had
prior
musicial training • and all are
college students. Their ages
range from 19 to 22

The Short Kuts

When asked how it felt to be
the only Negro member of the
group Eddie replied, "Soul
Music" can act as a mediator
between races, it generally
brings about a closer relationship." He said. "most of our
engagements have been in the
'Deep South' and we have experienced little if any racial difi
culty."

Short-Kuts,
The
Memphis' While in Cleveland on a proSound Artists, consists of seven motional tour of their hit
college students who perform record, "Your
Eyes
May
their own style of music, in Shine", the Mayor, Carl Stokes
the rhythm and blues tradition. heard of their professional
ability and personally extended
Most i m p ortantly, these an invitation
to the Short-Kuts
young
men
material
play
their
to visit him at the City Hall.
just as well live, on stage, I The Short-Kuts
accepted.
as they do in the studio. The
Short-Kuts have performed in
Harrison,
Eddie (Elmer)
many night clubs such as lead singer for the group, and
"Rooster Tail- in Detroit, "The graduate of Manassas High
Bird' Nest in Philadelphia, School is presently a "B" stuOtto's Grath in Cleveland and dent majoring in engineering
the Frat House in Chicago.
at Christian Brothers college.

The group has appeared on
such
major syndicated TV
shows as the Hy-Lite Show and
Jerry Bla vat in Philly, The
Robin Seymour Show in Detroit the Art Roberts Show in
Chicago and more recently,
just finished their second appearance on the nationally
syndicated "Upbeat" show from
Cleveland, Ohio.

CHICAGO, Illinois — Last
week four famous Negroes
waxed eloquent when they
lashed out in a significant manner on ABC-TV's one hour
panel discussion entitled "Bias
and the Mass Media." The
preadere program will be followed with five others about
the race issue, "Time For
Americans."
In early 1964 and 1965, there
existed a concerted effort on
the part of Negro actors and
performers for appearances on
the nation's TV and movies.
All branches of the entertainment industries simultaneousnessly gave support to the
drive. Slowly black faces began to appear more and more
on the network program which
was followed by local stations.
Several violent reactions to
the death of Martin Luther
King, Jr., and the more recent
assassination of Robert Kennedy and the successful emergence of a black movie idol
in Sidney Poitier, has in addition to a sizeable grant from
the Ford Foundation encouraged television to project the racial issues right into the living
room of Americans.
When Harry Belafonte and
Lena Horne, entertainers; poetcritic-essayist Lawrence Neal
and Dr. Alvin Poussaint, assistant psychiatry professor at
Tufts University Medical
School
in Boston, jolted TV audiences
SOCIABLSE WITH
with their honest, frank testi"Globesables, a group of
monies, they said in no uncerbusinessmen and their wives
tain tones, what many Amerideparted recently for a 21
can blacks have wanted to say
day tour of Portugal, Spain,
many years. They lacerated
the bigotry which has existed
Italy, France and England.
in so many subtle ways in the
and just before boarding a
theatre, movies and television.
jet were presented "GlobeAll they were asking is not
trotters," the only Scotch
integration on the basis of sex,
whiskey that folds flat as a
or to be able to live with them, shirt, by Vincent Cunninggo to schools with them and
ham of Peel Richards.
socialize with them, but inteFrom left are Mrs. Linnette
grate in matters of justice in
Phillips, John
Singleton.,
the court, have the same ecoMrs. Mary Godsey, Mrs.
nomical opportunities, the same
artistic equality. In essence,
live the Second Republic of
all the blacks want is complete
freedom and liberty, socially, America, a place of real demoeconomically and educational- cracy."
ly.
Whether blacks and whites
Charles Evers, civil rights can share America's cities in
leader spoke frankly on the
"Joey Bishop Show" last week. peace is examined in the secEvers reviewed his boyhood ond broadcast of CBS News'
days in Mississippi with his Investigative series. A new rebrother Medgar,
who
was
aslationship
between the races
sassinated several years ago. He
which would lead not only to
told of the injustices they en- massive improvement of living
countered and how they went conditions in big city ghettos
to school in a one-room country but also to the Negro being
shack with one teacher, teach- given a chance to escape the
ing one through eighth grades. ghettos, was seen by Dr. KenIle spoke of the well-equipped neth Clark, director of the
brick building in which the Institute
for
Me tropolitan
whites received their education Studies, as necessary to
the
with one teacher in each class- survival of the American Peoroom. He painted a dismal ple, on "Dilemma in Black and
pcture of life in many por- White" sponsored
by CBS
tions of the United States where
News.
people don't know what freeFor several weeks National
dom and equality means.
Ossie Davis, actor and writer, Education Television has feainsisted that the country should I tured nationally a series entitl"forget the elections" and call I ed "Black Journal" providing
for a new gi Constitutional I viewers with a more realistic
Convention. He said "This coun- view of actual situations which
try needs a new Constitutional the Negro encounters, highlighting various cultural asConvention where all people
pects of black heritage through
may be represented and "Long
music and art.

Soul Set Top Ten
Records

1. The Horse — Cliff Nobles Jerry Butler
2. Think-Flip — Aretha Frank-. 6. Wonderful Dream — Bart
!Jackson
lin.
3. Licking Stick — James I 7. River Of Tears — Gene
Brown
Chandler
4. It Should Have Been Me— 8.
Loosen Up — Short Kuts
Gladys Knight
9. United — Peaches & Herb
5. Never Give You Up — 10
Grazing In The Grass
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By

Li WILLIAMS

FORTY ACRES

that bread is the answer to only
one form of starvation.

The sneaking suspicion lingers that the reason so many
Negroes so readily subscribe
to the "guaranteed income"
notion is based on a bit of history. Back in the beginnings
of Southenn Reconstruction following the Civil War . . .
around 100 years ago ... there
existed an organization known
Particularly, are too many as the Freedman's Bureau.
Negroes settling for the idea.
organization's major purunderstandable. The
that's
And
to provide teed, clothwas
pose
Too many Negroes are des- ing, and some degree of help
Nemany
Too
perately poor.
for the 'ismer slaves who had
groes have no other prospect
been turned loose with nothing
for incomes except government . . . landless, foodless, homehand-outs.
less, education less, and unity
But basically that "guaran- less. The Bureau did a yeoman
teed income" idea is dangerous job. In the process it made
for Negroes or for anybody else some mistakes. For instance,
who accepts it. It is dangerous one of its spokesman, in the
for several reasons. In the course of a speech, said
first place it is based on get- something about the former
ting something for nothing. Un- slaves being entitled to around
less one subscribes to the idea "thirty or forty acres of the
that a person ought to be paid lands of their former masters,
and a mule to help work it.
for being born.
Not that anybody cares what
think about personally, but
it seems to me that the poverty fighters suggestion that
the government should give
a "guaranteed income" is all
out of line with the best traditions and prospects of this
nation.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area.

Tide Of Discontent
The rising tide of discontent that their institutions to recognize their reis sweeping across American college and sponsibility to the communty outside
university campuses is a stern warn- the academe walls. Columbia Universiing of the advent of a new order. It is ty had to drop its field house construcalso a warning that nothing can pre- tion on park property bordering on
vent the onset of the changing climate Harlem which badly needs the sight for
and the conceptual fixation of the stu- a playground.
dent's place in the academic world and
Black power students have exacttoday's society.
ed from a dozen universities such helpOf course, the conformists of the ful commitments for Negro students as
old order, like Governor Reagan of Cali- increased enrollment, more scholarship
fornia
and former Vice President aid, abolition of segregated Greek LetNixon, share in common the senile con- ter fraternities and sororities, more
viction that the issues which the stu- black teachers on the faculty and indents are challenging are beyond their fusion of courses on Negro history in
proper sphere of interest and "are none the academic curriculum.
of their business."
These are concessions that would
The common assumptions are in not have been made through exchange
many ways outdated and irrelevant. For of peaceful dialogue between deans and
they are addressed to a social order concerned students.. This approach had
that is passing away more rapidly than been tried without success. So, it took
its defenders are willing to admit.
a revolution to change the course of
To deplore students' agitation for events in American centers of learning.
political, academic and social reforms is
Those who deprecate the campus
to close one's eyes to the glaring in- revolution, who see it as the emotional
adequacies and ineffectiveness of the outburst of disordered minds, are
old establishments. Students for a pathetically lacking in intellectual obDemocratic Society, the New Left cam- jectivity and social insight. Down
pus organization are raising the win- through the ages, social change never
dows of the ancient, stuffy institution comes by pious meditation or dubious
so that fresh air and fresh thoughts compromise. The history of civilization
is the history of man's struggle to imcan filter in.
The protests have not been along prove his condition in order better to
idealistic, impractical lines. In almost meet the requirements of contemporary
every instance, the rebels have forced life.

Al'N

The Twenty Century Defines A
Black Man And White Man In America
Now it seems that we've been counted out, by all this greatness the white
folks got here and about. Just lying
dead not keeping up much fuss for we
know its only God we can trust.

In the second place, a hand- That illusory remark gave
out destroys a person's self a fervent hope and expectations
respect. It makes any man to thousands of poor and illifeel a considerable bit low to terate Freedmen. My own
feel that the only way he and grandpa went to his grave
his family can survive is feeling that the government
through the effort, intelligence, owed him forty acres and a
mule. He had a particularly
and will of other people.
vested mental Interest in the
A guaranteed income would mule. He was convinced that
undermine the foundations of the government owed him at
a lot of people's lives. Christ least that for having been a
said a man should not live by slave.
bread alone. A cynic will
opine that "bread alone'' is a Of course, he never got it .
fairly good substitute for star- but he became one of the
vation. But a wiser man will "grandfathers of the guaranpoint out that man can starve teed income idea among Neand groes today. And it's too bad!
in more ways than one

tial as it may seem, but its in the dream.
Though the civil rights bill struggled
like a wounded man trying to reach a
friend in vain. Bounced around in the
House of Senate for no Democrats or
Republican
believed in it.
And with our lives in the hands of God,
ONLY IN AMERICA
we know He is going to deliver us,
just as He intervened for the Hebrews, Thus setting the stage for riots, those
Phillistines and Jews for they were inhibitive things, putting a blur in Dr.
King's dream. For non-violence and
people who had been misused.
hymns was his theme. Congress with
So we are here in this Twenty Century anti-riot bills was enough to give any
caught in a vice between what is wrong black man chills.
and right. Left behind by our ancestors
and other mankind to toil in a pit like Yes, America has abandoned the black
a prisoner in the night, trying to figure man by the sea, freezing out pure deBy HARRY GOLDEN
In a remarkable gesture of sub- up among the denomination's 9,000 out what is wrong and right.
mocracy. The bell of liberty and freestantive goodwill toward the poor, the churches in June.
Ancestors, let us give thanks to you. dom cannot ring for there's no rightousThe new men, the men like Robert F. Kennedy and John
The assembly's standing commitGeneral Assembly of the United PresYou, have been scarred and abused, ness in this man.
Lindsay have transformed politics. These men are not only wellbyterian Church has pledged a down tee on church and race issued a series
beaten by your masters and murdered
informed on every issue to come before them, they are skilled
payment of $100,000 toward a $10-mil- of recommendations designed to guide
too, yet not been annihilated, y o u Though born and raised in this land, in exploiting all of the communication media, at interpreting
lion Poor People's development fund es- the church in following non-discriminaAmerica refuses to understand that
brought us through.
and for the
tablished in memory of the Rev. Dr. tory administrative procedures with
black as our skin maybe, we must stand polls. They have made it a whole new ball game —
The Indians were receiving, sharing and up for dignity and equality, if we want most part, a rich man's ball game.
respect to race.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
The fund would be used to enThe seeds of Christian brother- kind, but the white man was deceiving, to be free.
The new men did Tammany no good. Considering that
courage the development of business, hood that were scattered by Dr. King craving and lazy. Thus setting the stage
low-cost housing, self-help industries are beginning to produce a rich harvest for blacks in slavery. Shipped up and Had America been able to accept the both Robert F. Kennedy and John Lindsay are New Yorkers,
and cooperatives — all owned by the for the poor. He laid down his life for down the sea from a distance land for Emancipation Proclamation there would one could say Tammany is out of luck this decade.
But Tammany will come back. Ah! How I
residents of the slums. The erpenditure the cause of the underclass, underfed, the white man to be in command.
have been no cause for a movement toTammany. When the immigrants got off
loved
was approved first by the church's gen- and the ill-housed Americans who have
Just as he took centuries ago, in this day, but the white man did not want
the boat, there were the Tammany men waiteral council, and then by the 873 del- been pleading in vain at the foot of the
ing for them. The Irishmen got applications for
Twenty Century they still want more. it that way.
temple of democracy.
egates in plenary business session.
the police and fire departments, the Italians for
And midway these hundred of years a
the Sanitation and building trades, and the Jew
The Presbyterian Church has set
Half of the $100,000 will be prereformation began for the black man The 60's found Cuba showing her land.
got a peddler's license.
sented to the Southern Christian Lead- a fine example of Christian leadership
Fidel was her man with his arms aimed
wants in.
Every year Tammany took all the Lower
ership Conference in conjunction with for other denominations to follow. Not
at American land. A great president
East Side kids on a boat-ride picnic to Bear
the Poor People's Campaign in Wash- rosy promises, not eloquent sermons, An era that no white man thought had to take command and another miMountain up the Hudson. As the celebration
date drew near, all the Jewish mothers began
ington. The remainder will be raised but deeds are what t h e black people could have been, for it was one that gration began.
worrying about Poison Ivy. Watch out for the
God turn in. And in this dream God
through a special offering to be taken of America urgently need today.
NAM GOLDEN
poison ivy became a choral chant along the
made all scenes, thus bringing on a man Once again America step in, like no one
Lower East Side. We'd never heard. "Leaves three, better net."
named King.
else can, to sale her bills of democracy
We did not even know poison ivy was a plant. Michael Ahearp,
There is historical precedent for In the 50's the Hungarian came forty to foriegn country and about. Telling the Tammany sachem, worried about poison ivy, too. "It could
If he can maneuver the 1968 election into the House of Representatives, this probable contingency. In a four- thousand more of man, given jobs and other nations to leave Communism out, cost us votes," he said dourly.
former Gov. George C. Wallace would way race in 1824, Andrew Jackson got freedom here and about, but the black while the black mans human rights are
stamped out.
ask for two Supreme Court appoint- 99 electoral votes, John Quincy Adams man was still counted out.
Tammany always posted spies in the marriage bureau. The
ments as his price in choosing t h e 84, William H. Crawford 41, and Henry
Everytime there's an increase in the With Chinese, Hungarians and Cubans district leader had his wedding present at the bride's horn* bePresident. This is the kind of bargain Clay 37. Since nobody had a majority,
black man voting and population, there too, black folks it looks like America fore she shook the rice from her viel.
he would propose if this year's elec- the race went to the House. There were
is a migration from a foreign nation. has z
for you. With the white folks
then 24 states so that 13 votes (each
tion goes to the House.
They were always the first there for the funeral. Two TadiTrying to keep us intact and true de- these emigrants weaved right in; given
The appointment of two conserva- state having but one ballot) was necesmany men who represented different districts once had a bete
mocracy out the facts.
I the best of schooling to begin.
tive or segregationist justices in t h e sary. Clay threw his influence to
knuckle fist fight over a body on the sidewalk, each wanting to
next four years might tip the balance Adams, who was elected by one vote.
While being mutilated and shoved America with wealth of a thousand claim it for the funeral. The sachems were even preciptiotts.
of the court in such issues as civil Clay became secretary of state.
around, the black man didn't have any kings, could have made poverty a pass- One of them sent round a hearse before the defunct was deAs things stand, it is quite posrights, reapportionment, and the praygrounds. Fool by mixed delusion and ing dream. The black man without funct.
er decision. If no Presidential candidate sible the events of 1824 might repeat trick by a
world of confusion, not even food and clothing can hardly make a
gets a majority of the electoral college themselves. But it would be a great a
My sister was a Tammany counter. The night before an
clear conscience for a common dream, stand, because the white man is ship(270), the election goes automatically misfortune for this nation if Wallace but we still
election,
a mysterious hand always threw an envelope with a
manage these scenes.
ping it to foreign lands.
into the House of Representatives should be in a strategic position to
$100 bill over our transom with Clara's name written on it. She
where the selection is made from the force his will upon the people.
In 56' the buses of a southern town saw A black man is called to duty for this was also given a ring which had a setting but no stone. A piece
A committee of the American Bar
three highest candidates, each state
us switch, the mighty white folks didn't land, his blood to shed on other sands. of charcoal was where the stone should be. Clara was supposed
Association, last year, called the Elechaving one vote.
want us mixed. From 56' to 65' we got While Dr. King preached in America to use the ring to void Socialist ballots.
Obviously, Wallace has given much toral College system "archaic, undemthe lunch counters and a freedom ride, land, trying to tell the people that a
thought to the nature of his demand ocratic, complex, ambiguous, indirect,
If the X for the Socialist candidate was one millionth of an
public accommodation, and voting reso- divided house cannot stand. So America,
for ending a deadlock should he be one and dangerous. It cited the possibility
Inch
below the square — mark It void. The X for a Socialist
lution across the nation.
I say to you that this is true, when
of the three candidates from whom the of a situation such as that which Walhad to be perfectly centered in the square.
gigantic buildings begin to fall, and
lace is now trying to create.
House would choose a President.
Fifty thousand strong they romed the your mightest planes can't fly at all,
If the Socialists ran strong, Tammany men switched op
street suffering from tired feet. Black and your biggest ships can't leave the
the
lights. The sachems fixed the election by simply throwing
men, Black women, and Dr. King saw bay that is going to be the Lord's Day.
the ballots into either the East or Hudson Rivers. The knorieA 14-year legal battle to desegreUnder the Girard will, the City of a realization in this Dream.
ledgeable
always said William Randolph Hearst's margin bf
all-white
And
gate the
Girard College in Philadelphia was a trustee of the esI can hear the God of the universe
victory
lay
at the bottom of Pike Street Slip.
No
bite
with
dog could
pain, no water saying in a historian voice, America, I
Philadelphia ended in a resounding victate.
could put out the flames for seeking gave you wealth and richness but my
tory for the civil rights forces. The 43But, of course, this was in the days when William Randolph
acre Girard campus, situated in an area
The United States Court of Ap- a place in this land. Yes, true rightous- children went ragged and hungry
Hearst
was a Socialist campaigning for public ownership of the
of north central Philadelphia tht is pre- peals for the Third Circuit ruled on ness was in demand and with God on America, I sent you a man of God,
public
utilities,
for the abolition of child labor, and for an eightour side wrongness can't survive.
dominantly Negro, has been the target
prayers and warning your way, but you
March 7 that the school must admit
hour
working
day.
didnot heed, not even today. American,
of north central Philadelphia that is prewhen a suit was brought on behalf of qualified Negro applicants, although With integration and voting resolutions I am going to cut you down and then
While Tammany pulled some raw tricka, let it also be
a group of Negro boys seeking admis- Girard's will stipulated that the school this era was yet to close, for the white you will know; that all men are created remembered
that Tammany put more coal in the cellars of the
was for "poor white male orphans."
man had economy in fold. Circumstan- equal and not a bit more.
sion.
poor than all of Scranton, Pennsylvania ever

An Example To Follow
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It you are now

ta Kroger laver
103( m ikki......••••••:--°give this message
,

a

to a friend.
You'll be friends
forever!

THE $1AGNIFICENT ONES
/Wel Club presented a
Spring Breakfast dance last
week at Cunie's Hippodrome, its first of the year.
With such clubs as the G-G
Sedety, Artist and Models,
Royal Dukes and the Harvester Bachelors present.

Members of the dub shown
above, from left, are Mrs.
Rubye Mans, reporter; Mrs.
Sherly Caple, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. Frances
Miller, president;
Mrs.
Ciayine Coleman, financial
secretary; Mrs. Marva Petenon, and Mrs. Mary

ilr;oler
Crawley, treasurer. Not
shown is Mrs. Claudine
Penns. The members were
dressed in beautiful spring
colors. The six-yeu-old club
has several charitable projects which include, Goodwill Boys' Club, Monumental Day Care Center. Some

of the dubs activities this
summer will be outings for
children at Lakeland, popularity contests, a charity
show at the Rosewood and
a trip to the Hemb-Fair
for club members and tamLiles. (Photo by Continental)

The Believers & The Black Experience
On the contemporary Village
scene, an unusual stage event
has become a joyous nightly
happening. S u b titled "The
Black Experience in Song," it
is called "The Believers" and
is a musical history of the Negro first in Africa then in
America, first as slave, then
as free man with a place of
equality in American society.

DeVore and Benjamin Carter. pie," won the Peabody and the to contemporary Harlem).
Most are teachers, or instruc- Thomas A. Edison Foundation Music is supplied by just four
tors of music and or dance in Awards for 1966. Its recent instruments. Anje Ray, Benthe New York-New Jersey offering on educational tele- jamin Carter and Dorothy Dinarea. Anje Ray, for instance, is vision, "In Black America," roe spell each other on organ
the only certified instructor of was one of the highly praised and piano, Andre Strobert
Negro history in the New Jer- programs of the past season. plays drums, and, recruited
sey public school system.
from Les Ballet Africaines,
Dorothy Duiroe is a teacher of "The Believers," written by Ladji Camara on African
music at Joan of Arc Junior Josephine Jackson and Joseph drums. The Guinean native
High School; Don Oliver is an A. Walker, is acted out with (whom THE NEW YORKER
art instructor on a one-year few props on a curtainless CALLS "a human marvel")
CUE MAGAZINE said of the sabbatical on a grant from the stage, bare except for a handopens and closes the show
show: "People can lie, but Rockefeller Foundation; ful of chairs and an upright
with a virtuoso display of rhytheir music can't. And this Josephine Jackson is assis- piano. Most of the movements
thm.
dazzlingly theatrical song-saga tant director of the Head Start are stylized, on the order of
Is joyfully, insistently honest. . program of HARYOU; Ron pantomine. The me ssage, Musical director for "The
the versatility of the company, Steward and Joseph A. Walker though, comes through loud Believers" is Brooks Alexana volatile group called Voices, both teach at Intermediate and clear. The show is present- der, who has worked with
ed in five sequences: Africa, Voices, Inc. for the past five
Inc., is staggering. . .Go on. School 201 in Manhattan.
the slave ship, the cottonfields, years. The RCA album was
It's all right to laugh and
the church sequence, and the produced by Andy Wiswell
stomp and moan-along. It's
Voices, Inc. has performed city scene (from the Twenties
beautiful."
.WettSter Hall in New York.
throughout the East as well as
Jefferys, entertain- in Paris, and its show, "Slave,Allan
ment editor of WABC-TV, corn- ry," part of the NET series,
Malted in his review: "The "The History of the Negro Peolast time I heard voices as
fantastic as these was in that
1933 revival of 'Porgy and
Bess.' Voices, Inc., make up
the cast. Their voices are fabu- MINNEAPOLIS — (NP!) —
lous. .. individually and col- "Inasmuch as you did it unto
lectively. The arrangements
are superb. This is a treat for the least of your brethern, did
the ear seldom experienced in ye also unto me," is a script.the theater."
rual saying htat has been taken
hart by 13 local congregato
Edwin Newman, NBC's criticaf-large, noted that "there is tions. The Hope Lutheran
chapel
more talent on stage at the church has given its old
Pilgrim Rest
Garrick than the law should al- to the Negro
Baptist church, which has
low. . .I found it decidedly been worshipping in a baseworth seeing."
ment for 14 years. Thirteen
The RCA Original Cast Re- other churches are chipping
cording of "The Believers" in an estimated ;41,000 to fi.sPotlights the Voices, Inc., a nance the relocation, renovation
group of thirteen singer-actors and enlargement of the edifice.
which has, since 1960, been performing the songs associated
with the Negro heritage past
and present.

New Locale

The Outdoor Season
And
KING COTTON MEATS
Go Hand In Hand

IN'G
C TON

Vivian Speaks

Members of the Voices, Inc. ROCKFORD, Ill. — (NP!) —
Include Dorothy Dinroe, Joseph- The Rev. C.C. Vivian, former
ine Jackson Sylvia Jackson, top aide to the late Dr. Martin
Shirley McKie, Veronica Redd, Luther King, Jr., and now
Anje Ray, Jesse DeVore, Barry with the Urban Training cenHemphill, Don Oliver, Ron ter, Chicago, told the annual
Steward, James Wright, Ben convention of the Minois Synod,
Carter and Joseph A. Walker. Lutheran Church in America
They sing in ensemble, solo and that "thief missionary goal of
In various combinations tra- churches should be to wipe
ditional work songs, spirit- out white racism in the United
"nab, jazz and original material States."
written by the members themHe viewed the "defeat of
selves.
white racism at home" as
The founding members of "far more important than
Voices, Inc. are sisters Joseph- sending m i ssionaries overine and Sylvia Jackson, Jesse seas."

Cookout tips
SPeas
IMPUTE an eonony
steak in Speas Vinegar.
Speas tenderizes, improves flavor. Leave
the meat in the marinade several hours
or overnight in the
refrigerator before grilling.

SPEAS
VINEGAR

SPARK a salad with Spam
Vinegar.Make a fresh dressing; use your favorite
recipe or go creative
and invent a not 011el
Spikes makes dressing "better than bottled"' Try it yourself and see.
boobreitIVIMII0 wove

to cook and clean
with vinegar. Writs
Speas Company,2400
Nicholson Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 154120.

Ladi i tirotan till
your food cods wifh

ERYDAyLo
VA

66666666 666666666666666

><D.

TOP !
VALUE!
STAIMPS

,

LBS.

GAR

FOR

ifc'4999999999999,99993999999999229999999D99,9V9,919999999299.999(
EU.S. CHOICE TENDERAY BEEF

Whole Fryers

29c

lb.

Cantaloupes

49c

lb.

43c

CHUCK ROAST

COUNTRY STYLE
Blade cut

lb.

3

$100
for

REELFOOT

Smoked
Picnicsib39
4 to 5 Lb. bucket
frash Corn
11U Catfish Steaks 1b69
KROGER or MORRELL
RICHTEX
C
SHORTENING All Meat Weiners lb49

YOUNG TENDER GOLDEN

in t

ears

BONUS COUPON

3;49c

100
SO
50
KROGER
50
SO
45
quart
ctIN 50
SO
MOTHER'S BEST Plain or self rising Afinc
SO
5—lb bag I4U
SO
DETERGENT
100
50
25
Get Your Free Copy of
AT
c 25
the New Top Value Catalog KROGER!

Mayonnaise

Quality all the way for
Sandwiches,
Flour •
Snacks, Salads
Giant „„,,„
Bonus
Made in the
„
U.S. Government inspected Kitchens of
THE NAT BURING PACKING CO.

6666

With this coupon and MOO purchase, excluding tobacco and milk products.

FRESH WESTERN

12 Delicious Varieties
From Which to Choose

,666666666666

5

Tempting
Nutritious
Tender

KING COTTON
LUNCHEON MEATS

uPoN

><Zi.

Sliced Bacon

H111111111111111111111•11111111••111111

cA

LE

>CZ,
"i•c:=:)

FRANKFURTERS

That's the brand you
want whether you cook
indoors or outdoors

PURE

WEST PRICES

pkg 59

for TOP VALUE STAMPS
a 1-1h. jar (if
KROC;Eit PEANUT BUTTER
ith any 12 packages .
KROGER DRINK AID
with any two packages
ROYAL VIKING PASTRY
with tut, pkgs. Kroger Grahams
fir I I-'in. Vanilla Wafers
with a 5-l1t. bucket of
KROGER GROUND BEEF
with 1-114. fir more
LEAN GROUND CHUCK
with ny•twil pkvit.
CENTER-CUT PORK CHOPS
with any two pkgs.
FRYER BREST OR LEGS
with a 3-111. CountrY Club
. CANNED HAM
any 3 pkgs. Land-O-Frost
sLICED CIIIPPED MEATS
with ptirchas of a
HALF WATERMELON
with purchase tif 144- rws trtryte
BANANAS
with purchase of 1,tih
-LEMONS OR I.IMF.S

•40
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New Look Emerges In Men's H air Style
An entirely new look in men's hair styles has emerged
recently and it has been eagerly welcomed by men of all ages
and in all walks of life. Variations of the "Mr. Natural" hairstyle are seen everywhere, for its distinguishing characteristics of virile masculinity makes it universally accepted.

"Each man,"continued Posner, "can find the style that

cut — one that men in show business feel is truly theirs."
"Even the more conservative young businessmen," resuit their taste in hair styles." "The Soulin," for instance,
marked Posner, "will find a variation of the natural look to

suits him from the group of

distinguished ones that our
stylists have created. Some men will prefer a more extreme
style; others a more conservative look, but all of them represent fashion's forward look in men's styling. The various
styles can be modified to suit a man's personality and facial
contour but they all typify the virile masculinity that distinguishes the natural look."

The men's hairstyling staff at Posner Laboratories, New
York, have just presented to the public a number of exciting,
new variations of the basic natural look. Hamilton Posner,
president of the company first became interested in what has
now come to be called the "Mr. Natural" several years ago on
a trip to Africa.

The poularity of the new hairstyles has prompted the
introduction of special hair products for grooming and conditioning purposes. "The chemists at our research laboratories
have developed and we now have available the first of two
products in the ever-growing "Mr. Natural" line," reported
Posner. "We have a grooming conditioner and hair sheen.
is a style that many young, substantial businessmen ask for
again and again. It's crisply-cropped look and short sideburns
tend to be on the conservative side and it adapts perfectly to
the business and social requirements of many men who work
in industry and government.

In calling attention to "The Watusi" style, Posner mentioned that it was inspired by the tribe of Watusi warriors
known for their great height and powerful physiques. Today,
"The Watusi" is favored by many college men and other forward thinkers. It is characterized by longer hair and it is
shaped rounder and higher at the crown.
Many of the country's leading athletes have adopted "The
Swahili" as the perfect style for them. It is close-cropped with
definitely defined lines at the temple and ears. It's cool to
wear, easy to take care of and handles itself well in the
shower, all characteristics which athletes especially appreciate. Its clean-cut natural look is the perfect complement to
their sleek, muscular appearance.

"Truly native African hair styles would be too extreme
for most Americans," Posner said, "but there was a look
about them that I thought had a definite place in modern
male fashion. On my return from Africa, I immediately started working with the men's hair stylists on my staff to deter-.
mine how this look could be adapted to the American scene."
During the interview in his office, Posner went on to say
that he felt the natural look was well on the way to becoming
a tremendous success throughout the country. He pointed
out that the styles he has created all show the versatility of
this new hair fashion in its many smart, masculine adaptations.

"The distinguishing characteristics of Negro hair," he
continued, "makes it ordinarily quite difficult to comb. How-

ever, when conditioner is sprayed on the hair, tangles disappear and the comb glides right through. And, as a natural
result, hair is also easier to manage. Our second product, is
designed to be used in combination with the grooming conditioner. It does just what the name implies ...gives the hair
a lively, healthy, look-alive sheen. We've made tests on hundreds of heads right in our laboratories and have definitely
proven that when the two products are used daily, the hairstyle remains neat, well-groomed and easy-to-manage the

"It was Sammy Davis," said Posner, "who really inspired the look of "The Baji." Notice it smart, close-cropped,
well-groomed appearance at the crown and how the hair
comes to a quick stop at the temples. It's a real personality

whole day long.

-610'sr
THE WATUSI

THE BAJI

THE SOULIN

THE SWAHILI

Don't Let Ruffles
Out-Ruffle You!
material.
crispness
Each new fashion trend opens

a Pandora's box of pressing
problems. For example. the
soft feminine frills are making
fashion headlines today. But.
how do you iron a ruffle? How
do you keep those delicate lines
form doing a dowdy droop?
With a little expertese in the
intricacies of ironing, you
needn't let the new styles ruffle you
Here's how to unwrinkle a
ruffle. Ruffles, and all detail
work, should be ironed before
the body of the garment is
ironed.

"Memphis finest
Discount Shoe Center"

GREAT

Mrs
2886
engaa
Miss
Allen
The
on S
Pleas
on Ti
Mis
Leste
was
Squat
jorett
dent
Queet
Pre
more

of the
Sizing is a compound that
penetrates the fibers to give
body to the fabric. A lubricant
in sizing allows the fibers in
the weave to slide easily over
each other, resulting in a more
flexible, more natural flow to
ruffles and all feminine touches.
Since many of the new ruffled
blouses and dresses are made
of synthetic fabrics, and usually need a little touch-up iron ,
ing, sizing is perfect for them.'
Unlike starch, sizing can be
used on all washable fabrics to
restore original body and feel.
Other fine points of detail
ironing are:

Keep the ruffle taut by bold- — Gathers: These should be
ing it firm a few inches ahead ironed with lengthwise strokes,
of the iron. Work a few inches with the iron pointing towardE
at a time, pressing the outsidc the gather. The gathered porhem first. Then, point the nose lion of the material should be
FOR THE SUN SEASON
of the iron up into the gathers. I held taut and lifted slightly
fullness
The
board.
the
from
and
One of the great ways to look this
mannish!
gathers.
Rugged
the
Never iron
should not be pressed flat.
.
sun-season. Stylepride's Italian•made sandal wraps strips
When ironing circular or bias
of golden brown leather across your foot, then weaves
ruffles, arrange them in a — Puffed Sleeves: Iron as
them through a row of carved leather circles. It's one of
circular shape on the board. you would a ruffle, cuff-side
Again, keep the fabric taut, first. Then point the iron into
A RETIRED MAN AND WIFE
and lightly push the iron in a the gathers. Iron the shoulder
diagonal or circular motion side in the same manner.
r
toward and with the grain of
— Smocking or Shirring:
AND
WIFE
SOCIAL SECURITY
MAN
ON
the material.
Hold work firmly above the '
Down on the beautiful Gulf Coast a Northern couple
gathers or shirring which have
One of the biggest problems been placed face down on soft
want such a couple.
in detail ironing is uneven padding. Iron lengthwise, a few
plus
drying. For this reason,
inches at a time, lightly tapping
be odequare, a comfortable house ond
The Pay
the fact that ruffles should be the iron over the material.
furrishaa.
is
car
kept crisper than the remain- While sun damp, turn to right
der of the garment, an aerosol side and rub fingers acros.
For informat,on write:
spray is recommended. With stitches to raise the fabric in P
L. C. Jones (Personal)
spray sizing you will be able' puffed effect.
to control the dampness and If you follow these easy ironPiney Woods School
you will enjoy

Miss Golden

ing suggestions,
wearing a ruffled look.

Piney Woods, Mississippi 39148

Is Engaged To
BY

KC Alumnus
Miss veIyn LaVerne Golden
will become the bride of Earl
Franklin Greer in a ceremony
to be held at the greater
Mount Zion Baptist Church on
Saturday, July 27.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Golden of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cascade Curls

34"
21" Falls

A graduate of Winthrop High
School in Cincinnati, Mr. Greer,
received his bachelor's degree
from Knoxville College.

Mini

A member of Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity, he is serving
with the East Tennessee State
Teacher Corps and plans to attend graduate school.

39"
Fans

19"
Nk, F. HONOR !
'
BANKAMERICARD
FIRST N ATIONAL

itiferTiMeii

COMPLETE CLEARANCE
OF ENTIRE STOCK OF
quality spring and summer ladies
world famous designer

527-3619
Mon Claire

14 No. Main At Court
100% Human Hair

Miss Golden is a graduate of
Manassas High School and a
student at Knoxville College. A
friend of Bondads. Inc., she is a
member of the Ivy Leaf Club of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.

BUY U.S.
SAVINGS BONDS

SAT

Hand Made
STRETCH

WIGLETS.

5995

895.

Machine Made
STRETCH

LARGE
WIG LETS

3995
Shortie \Nicrs

19"
SEE US FOR EXPERT
STYLING
350
4i1g. .110. 1111

1695

SHOES and BAGS
YOU BUY THE FIRST PAIR OF SHOES OR
BAG AT OUR LOW DISCOUNT PRICE

the second pair
of shoes or bag
at only. •

€

all wins final

Z9

gi

1622 UNION AVE.
0.6a daily till 6•Theeraeley till 11:30
Comm NO tay-awons en SALO filelKIIAMOISO

NBC ClIA11,11411.1.• BANKAMERICARD • 272-9991
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and individuals we primal
to unite with the origami:mks
to assist the Memphis Sanitation workers, but now as organised as a pennant 81019
with total community participation as its goal for jobs and
justice.
Commnuity on the Move for
Mrs. J. M. Stringer of 737 of Southland College at South- Equality (C. 0. M. E.) held
An acceptance of the ConTate it.

Mrs. Stringer Ends
45 Years In Classroom

Group To Hold
Election For
COME Officers

retired recently after land, Ark., and Henderson Bust- Its first annual meeting Tues- stitution was voted at the meet& career of 45 years in the ness College.
She attended Le- day, June 25, at First Baptist ing and an election of officers
classroom.
wai scheduled for Tuesday
Moyne College and received Church, Beale Street.
She retired on June 1 from
An impressive number of ci- Night, July 2, 111111 at II p. m.
the faculty of Wedlick School her degree in elementary edu- vic, social and religious groups at Beale Street Baptist Church.
at Edmoneson, Ark., where cation from Rust College at
Mrs. B. J. Taylor is principaL Holly Springs, Miss.
During her service to the She attended Tennessee State
OPEN NI ILS
community, Mrs. Stringer earn- University and studied music
ed the love and respect of the at the Chicago Conservatory of
entire community as a talented Music.
teacher and musician.
For a number of years she A member of the Mississipwas organist for leading pi Blvd. Christian Church, she
churches in Arkansas and Mem- is the mother of two sons, J
H. Stringer, Chicago, and H.L.
phis.
Stringer, Maywood, Ill., and
She taught piano, conducted one daughter,
Mrs. Julia M.
choral groups and sponsored
Taylor of Memphis.
programs received
musical
with wide acclaim from au- Mrs. Stringer plans to travel
diences.
and rest before resuming priMrs. Stringer is a graduate vate tutoring of piano students.

)
"44
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Household Tips

MARY-ALICE BUTLER

Lincoln U. Student
Plans July Wedding
Mrs. Velvet Hean Butler of Jefferson City, Mo., where she
2886 Mimosa at. announce the is majoring in physical educaengagement of her daughter, tion and is a majorette.
Miss Mary Alice Butler, to Lee The prospective groom was
Allen Hooks of Riviera Fla.
graduated from Lincoln UniThe wedding will take place versity in the June 1968 class
on Saturday July 20 at the with a bachelor of music dePleasant Hill Baptist Church gree.
on Tilman st.
While a student at Lincoln,
Miss Butler is a graduate of Mr. Hooks became a member
Lester High School where she of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
was affiliated with the Pep Phi Mu Alpha Fraternity,
Squad, the office staff, the ma- MENC, the Dormitory Council,
jorettes and was the first stu- the band, orchestra and choir.
dent to become Homecoming The bride-elect is the grandQueen.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Presently, she is a sopho- George Townsel of Coahoma,
more at Lincoln University at Miss.

CHERYL ANDERSON

Cheryl Anderson's
Engagement Revealed

BILL DIXON

Honey or sugar-made table
syrups that have crystallized
from refrigerator or shelf storage can be reliquified by standing the container in warm water until the crystals are dissolved.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles An- she is a sophomore. A prederson, Jr., of Memphis an- nursing major, she is studying
nounCe the engagement of their for a bachelor of science dedaughter, Miss Cheryl Rynet- gree in that field.
te Anderson, to Archie Lee Mc- A 1964 graduate of Carver
Neal HI, son of Mr. and Mrs. High School, Mr. McNeal was
Archie McNeal, Jr., of Mem- a member of the band, captain
phis.
in the National Defense Cadet
The bride-elect is a 1966 Corps, on the Drill team and
Carver
High a member of the Biology
graduate of
School. While there, she was Club.
a member of Quiz 'Em on the He is a member of St. John
Air team, president of the Latin Baptist Church, Vance Avenue.
Club, an NDCC sponsor, and Mr. McNeal was a sergeant
treasurer of the Future in the United States Army and
Business League of America. while serving in Italy was an
She is an active member of NCOIC of a radio site. He
the Soutbside Church of God in also worked as a communicaChrist where she teaches a tion specialist while in Europe.
Sunday School class is presi- He is presently working for a
dent of the College Bound Stu- degree in electronics.
dents Club and a member of The wedding will take place
on July 20 at 8 p.m. in the
the choir.
Miss Anderson attends Mem- Southside Church of God in
phis State University where Christ.

Adding sugar to whipping
cream before it is whipped will
decrease the volume that can
be obtained and will increase
total whipping time. Add after
whipping.
• • •
Do not attempt to give an
unconscious person anything
by mouth.

Invitation to my friends an customers. My automobile selling career starts where the oction isi The
largest model sportcars in the city. If you need A
new or used car contact me at once.
Phone HomeOffice . .

946-4084

•4

458-0521

••

Courtesy Rambler
1516 Poplar Ave.

PA

MRS. J. M. STRINGER

4

74 Race ?a 90.
76#1, °Me Efteufeel *c24

Make-Up Tricks

,**

.44.‘

6

•

Aguny'GAME

in*7,.*"1"4414,4**4****W4r*

Are your eyes too small yourl lashes with liner, fill in with
nose too big...your chinline a'short strokes to make one long
line, extending it slightly at the
bit jowly?
You can fix them up with outer edge.)
make-up After applying brown shadow
some
fool-the-eye
tricks. Some of the make-over on lid for depth, add white unsuggestions:
der brows (from center out) to
• •
*
give eyes a round, wide-set
Small eye widen starting with look.
cake liner. (Trying this if you're A maxi nose goes mini with
a beginner. With your little the help of a line of foundation
finger at outer eye corner, pull,(lighter than your usual shade)
lid taut; make dots at base of;from to to tip.

••••

Iamb

NG

WIN
up to

500

ilswattoorm•=dem ave.
southhind mall

SS"--

A brand new show that's Vent
entertainment with new celebrities every week. Play the most.
.exciting new tAusic and Money •
game on TV. Watch "Win with
the Stars" and you can win big
cash prizes too. Don't miss it!
Pick up your free entry ticket today at your favorite BIG STAR!

Channel 5

fashion specialists in sires
18 to 60 and I6Vs to 321h

WMC-TV
7:3(1 P.M.

trans-season
two pieeer

Sunday Night

******************

33.00

M AYROSE .
.
All Meet
v.11 Coupon Vow and
$S Adelitio al Purchase.
whout coupon Pkg. 39c

Warm 38 to 52

12-0z. Pkg.

Real fruit lemon, orange, lime, mint, grape
or cherry Vodkas. For
bright, refreshing

HYDE PARK

beautifully fashioned two.
piece dross for all seasons
in rich, deep colored plaids
. , a belted overblouse t
fops o skirt of hip-stitched
pleats ... of machine-washable Dacron polyester
end polymeric rayon
cheese your plaid.I blue or
Wm.

drinks with no mixing.
In pints and fifths.

Hamburger or Hot Dog
Available Metro Memphis & W. Memphis Only
With Coupon Below & $5 Additional Purchase
8's

MAIL ORDERS:*
add 60o postage phut •
.1%teefar Tainesses MUMS*

016
SW

OLD Mr. BOSTON

FE07
VODKAS

Cl±hweAlit.P.A.
STOUT
SHOPPE
• 3274436
DOWNTOWN •
64111 MAIN

j

1992 UNION
UNION AVE. •
• 2744065
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 395.0064

MAYROSE
ALL MEAT
FRANKS

HYDE PARK

Hamburger or Hotdog

BUNS

12 (-)z. Pkg. 9c
fwith,m1 couon* Pk& YPel
With thic coupon and 1.5
dditional purchase, exalud
Inc
tobacco, milk, and
froron crIllc products. On.
,co,pon to a family. Expires
,July Ott,

9c

8'1
With this muses sad it
additional purchase, occluding tobacco, milk sae
trosoCisilk products. One
'Import to a essay. rspites

v

IOW

70 P11100,
NC..'WOK RMS.
NIL WPM Int
•

Note! 510 additIonal purchas•
**qui read to red•ern both 15
purthes• coupon..
.1

.1 I

9
6
8
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U.S Thinclads
Off For Europe

PATTERN OF CONFUSION

Derby Testimony Lengthy Document

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Two
U S. track and field teams,
each including one of the new
FRANKFORT, Ky. — (UPI) killer phenylbutazone was dis- Trainer Lou Cavalaris, sus- and fraudulent practice" and
— At 40 cents a page, the covered in his system. Owner pended for 30 days, told the is currently considering bar- world record holders for 100
meters, Charlie Greene a
story behind the controversial Peter Fuller, a millionaire stewards that Harthill "salted"
and confusing 1968 Kentucky Boston car dealer, has since the feed. He said it was a ring them from the state's Ronnie Ray Smith, left N
Derby can be purchased for retired the colt.
"misguided attempt to do me racing facilities.
York Tuesday for an exte
What makes the issue even
$464.80 — or $454.80 more than Chairman George Egger of a favor."
it cost to watch the May 4 the commission acknowledged Apparently there was some more confusing is that the European tour.
Coach Joe Healy of N
race from the comfort of the some persons have asked that sentiment among Fuller's emparties involved —Fuller and York University will accomgrandstand.
them
may
of
that
one
ployees
the hearings be closed but
the Kentucky Racing Commis- pany Greene; John Mason, 1500
Some may want to wait for said, "I'm inclined to think have been involved in the preMatthews,
Vincent
they'll be open — not much to race administration of the sion — seem to have reversed meters;
the movie.
Dick
meters;
Railsback,
400
doped
their
he
original
positions.
said
Harthill
drug.
The 1,162 pages of mimeo- hide now."
graphed testimony, which be- Those who took the time to the feed to see if Cavalaris After the traditionally pri- pole vault; and Larry Wiezrun, on a Scancame a matter of public rec- read the mountain of testimony was "looking for an excape vate stewards' inquiry, Fuller sorek, 3-mile
tour.
danavian
hatch."
was quoted as demanding a
ord when it was officially filed would have to agree. The open
Coaches Jack Rose of Long
by the Kentucky court of ap- hearing will most likely be a Arthur Grafton and Edward full and open investigation. But
peals, was given behind closed replay — and not the instant S. Bonnie, attorneys for Ful- his attorneys successfully went Beach, Calif., and Al Beuhler
Downs kind — of what the stewards ler, removed what they called to court four times to delay of Duke University will handle
doors
to
Churchill
"phony evidence" from the the hearings from coming off. Smith and six other athletes
were told in private.
stewards May 13-15.
A public hearing into the af- That Dancer's Image was stable. The attorneys then told The
r a c ing commission, during engagements in Fance,
fair, originally scheduled for disqualified when a post race the stewards what they had which originally thought the Germany and Italy. Others in
June 10 but postponed via urinalysis showed traces of done and why: — "To save stewards' hearing was suffi- the group are; Lee Events,
court injunctions, now seems the illegal pain killer phenyl- headlines from here to San cient, has been battling to lift 400 meters, Russ Rogers, 400
to be set for "sometime in butazone and that Dr. Alexan- Francisco." But, when the the temporary restraining or- meter hurdles, Mark Vinzender Harthill, the colt's veter- bran was tested, investigators der that has been holding up ried, 800 meters, Tom Von RuAugust."
den, one-mile run, John Vaughn
Dancer's Image raced to a inarian, dumped "white-like discovered the doctored por- the hearing.
pole vault, and Dave Maggard,
length and a half victory in the granules" in the feed two days tion was missing.
The reversal even confused
Run for the Roses but was dis- after the Derby because "we're The racing commission cited the Court of Appeals, which shot put. This contingent will
have its first meet July 4 in
both attorneys for "corrupt"
qualified when the illegal pain in trouble."
substituted its own injunction Paris.
for one previously issued by
the Franklin Circuit Court.
"I can't see why Mr. Fuller
is opposed to the hearing," one
of the seven judges said. "If
it's never held, he'll never get
the satisfaction he says he
wants."
WIMBLEDON, England (UPI)
Stuart Lampe, another Ful- — Arthur Ashe and Clark
ler attorney, said he only Graebner, a pair of United
wanted "time to properly pre- States Davis Cuppers, scored TAG FISHING TRI STATE
pare the case" and said proper decisive victories Tuesday to FISHING RODEO — Melpreparation included pre-trial advance into the Wimbledon vin Bomprezai of 5923 Allen
questioning of Kenneth Smith, men's singles semifinals agains Forty rd. won top prize of
the chemist who performed the Australian pros Rod Laver and a bicycle in the annual
test.
Tony Roche.
Fishing Rodeo sponsored by
The court ruled the racing Ashe, the Army lieutenant the Bluff City Jaycees, and
commission has the power to from Richmond, Va., beat Tom seen here with prize and
subpoena Smith and his records Okker, the upset specialist from
prizewinner are Owens E.
and demanded it do so upon Holland, 7-9, 9-7,9-7, 6-2 while
the request of Fuller.
Graebner, a New Yorker, downed South Africa's Ray Moore
6-2,6-0, 9-7.

Ashe Enters Semis
Of Wimbledon Net

40%
PEAK:

WE ACCUSE!

'Private citizens appear with Criminal Courts Judge Ben
L. Hooks to charge members of the police with current
and previous incidents of indignities, illegal searches
and unnecessary force. This is the first of two programs

on this *Oct.

-

111111.

5

)3:30 P.N.FRIDAY,11111 Wine°

GIFT
_mrs
third
Tuggle, left, chairman of
Fishing Rodeo, and Lawrence Mason, right, president of the organization.
Second prize of a transistor
radio was won by Chuck
Allen of 1922 Brandon Circle, and third prize of a badmitton set captured by San-

Knights Will Give 50
Shoeshine Kits To Boys

Jorge Velasquez
Out For Month

dy Braden of 3092 Waynoka
St. Some 100 boys and girls
attended this year's contest.
The largest fish landed
first prize, while the greatest number of fish counted
for second prize. (Withers
Photo)

Strong commented, "as well as
a means of helping themselves.

The boys come from low income families.
Velasquez was thrown to the
right where he rolled over and
"We are trying to help them
was struck by two horses.
meet
some of their needs," Mr.
The first 50 boys who arrive Harry L. Strong, founder and
Velasques was removed from
Strong added, "and you can
LONG BRANCH, N.J. —
Knights.
the track in an ambulance and at the headquarters of them al- director of the Mallory
help us provide opportunities
(UPI) — Jorge Velasquez, the
Monmouth Medi- lory Knights Charitable Organi- The boxes will be given to for them by your financial supto
was
rushed
nation's leading rider in 1967, is
cal Center.
zation at 280 Hernando St. on boys between the ages of six port sent to our headquarters at
expected to be out of action
for at least several weeks after A nurse at the hospital re- Saturday, July 6, at noon will and 15, and is one of the ways 280 Hernando St., Memphis
suffering a broken left arm at ported that the fracture was receive fully equipped shoe the organization is trying to Tenn., 38126."
a "nice fracture,' meaning that shine boxes so that they can go fight juvenile delinquency.
Monmouth Park Monday.
Rev. D. E. Herring is presithere
was no displacement. into business for themselves.
The 21-year-ole Panamanian,
"We know that our self-help dent of the organization, and C.
who booted home 438 winners
The children will also be pre- project gives them a sense of Neal assistant business manalast year, was thrown by his
sented Tee-Shirts, according to pride and responsibility," Mr. ger.
mount Split Morse in the ninth
race.
The spill occured at the 1/16
pole, right in front of the
grandstand when Split Morse
ducked toward the inside and

Buy U.S.
Savings Bonds

tiring
visual
_

Al

By

Mrs.
crowne(
tor the
dance
held on
Club P;
Each
sponsor
title, an
sored b
vice pro
or of ei
The
Sophisti

1

GENERAL

DUAL

)
9
Dri
oo
w
.n
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Star Spangle WEEK END
SALE July 5 6

90 TIRE SALE!
Get 2nd Tire FREL

SAVE 50%

OPEN FRIDAY NITE III 9: 00 P.M.
Ladies
Nylon Hose

Large
...leigens Lotion

PEG 410

REG1.06

c

2 Pks. for

77'

Misses
Shirts & Shells
•

PEG 1.99.

1-for 300

Oi
Ri

Buy One At List Price...

or Buy 2- Tires - Get

Tires-FREE
Use Genes AUTO-CHARGE PtAN.
No money down.easy monthly payments
Mots socitorkoesisawss tiara.

Sport Shirts

Excella
6 Transister Radio

REG 2.29

PEG 4.44

Short Sleeve

344

142

20" Portable

Fan

1391
Compare at 17.99

•

4 It. Electric

Ice- cream.
'Freezer
997'

1

Cemilire at 14.99

7 Piece
Water Set

Cannon Bath
Towels

6 Tumblers
Large Pitcher

Large
14" By 22"

151

3 for 1"

Save Up To 50% On Other Items

BERNAL
TIRE

America
Wholesalers
of
Hotel Shoreham, Washington, D. C. Embracing him is
Frank Sundstrom, (left),
vice president of Schenley,
and Louis L. Goldstein,
Comptroller of the State of
Maryland. Sundstrom, a forfrom
congressman
mer

New Jersey, was an allAmerican tackle with Cornell in the mid-twenties.
Washington was an allAmerican back
with
U.C.L.A. and is considered
one of the "al-time greats"
of football.

W DIA' NIGHTHAWK

Change
Over NOW
to General's

'sealing
NIDUAL 90
You owe it to your family,
yourself, and the other fellow
Use General's
Convenient

AUTO-CHARGE
Credit Plan

FREEInstallaho' n

Your
Partisans

Your Illeadds
!animal

s 55

$5
$6

HERE'S $ 65
$ 75
$155

$7
$10

GENERAL TIRE
SERVICE
DOWNTOWN

I KRESS I USE YOUR 116C CHARGE-ALL

VIP's OF FOOTBALL POLITICS AND SALES — Kenny
Washington, (center), vice
president of J. V. Elliott Co.
was a guest at the Jeffersonian Ball given by Schenley Industries, Inc. during
the recent annual convention of the Wine & Spirits

435 Union

Vacua

j

52.5-7764
525-786‘
pfWEAISER AUTO INDUSTRIESIMIHWAYSAPATOOMITTIO

Chris 'Nighthawk' Turner
Monday thru Saturdays
9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.
PLUS
Young America Speaks
Sundays 5:30 P.M.
He's All Soul on WDIA.
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Ray To Appeal Order
For His Return To U. 5:

Ray also complained about
restrictions of his "freedom to •
write and visit people."
All this had to be set straight,
Ray said, because of widespreact,
publicity given his case in the

United States "especially in the
so-called liberal press."
During his statement, Bay
rocked nervously back and forth
on the balls of his feet, first
LONDON — (UPI) — Lon- Home Office had not allowed Hanes had told UPI on his on his toes and then on his heels.
don's chief magistrate ordered him to see Arthur Hanes, a law- return from London on June 24 He blinked his eyes, clenched
James Earl Ray returned to yer from Birmingham, Alabama, that the Home Office had not his jaws and his hands danced
the United States to stand trial
from his ears to his mouth.
him. The denied him permission to see Ray was escorted from the
for the murder of Dr. Martin!engaged to defend
Home Office denied this but his client. But in Birmingham, courtroom by Scotland Yard deLuther King, Jr.
He gave him 15 days in which Hanes said Monday that Ray Ala., Tuesday, the attorney de- tectives and returned to prison
in a police van.
nied he had said that.
to appeal the extradition ruling was "absolutely right."
then sent him back to jail in a
Black Maria. Ray's legal adviser said there definitely would
be an appeal.
I The judge granted extradition
On two counts — the King murder charge by the state of Tennessee and the state of Misouri's charge that the 40-yearold Ray broke jail while serving a sentence for armed robbery.
In Washington, Attorney General Ramsey Clark said, "It is
important that Ray's right to a
speedy trial be assured." He
said he was pleased at the court
action in London and hoped for
Ray's return wthout undue delay.
Ray, 40. was accused of
shooting the civil rights leader
in Memphis, Tenn., on April 4.
He
was arrested June 8 at LonMyers,
Robinson
ri
Othcollege.
the
at
ducted
Le.
at
education
structor in
GIFT FOR MRS. ROLAND
Evelyn Brown and Annetta don airport by a Scotland Yard
ers in picture, left to right:
Moyne, accepts a gift from
ON
—Mrs. Charles P. Roland,
Hamilton, workshop assis- detective to whom he almost
Veronica Jones, Carolyn
several of the 20 students
third from left, who is remoaned, "God, I feel so traptant.
Martin, Willie Parks, Silesia
enrolled in the Audio-Visual
tiring this year as audioRA'NCHERO;ECONOLINE-FALCON
ped."
Coleave, Audrey Gray, TerSummer Workshop she con'.lanai coordinator and indesperate
a
of
air
the
wore
He
—
_
MUSTANG- FAIRLANE-TORINO
man today, so nervous he spoke
FORD AND THUNDERBIRD
incoherently. He sweated, his
I ..old like to scc all aly In e,,c1.,
jaw twitched, his lip curling once
In a half grin, but mostly, just
47 USED AUTOMOBILES IN EXCELLENT CONDITION TO CHOOSE FROM
a nervous man afraid of his
fate.
Conte In Or Call fir. Armstrong rl'odziN
Ray complained that he had
AT
been misrepresented in the tesMrs. Josie L. Harris was Brown who was spnasored by Following a 22-year career the Memphis Veterans Hos - timony given by Chief Superin'tendent Thomas Butler, the
crowned "Miss Sophisticate" Mrs. Dorothy Young.
i
Women's,pital.
Young
with
the
Scotland Yard man who arresttor the year 1968 at the annual' The affair is an annual one
and
Mrs.
Sophisticates,
Association,
Christian
Gay
the
dance of the Gay Sophisticates for
While at the latter institu-!ed him at Heathrow Airport aftW3rlds Largest Ford Dealer
anuntluternaiional two-month
to 1 emranh
held on Saturday, June 15 at proceeds go to thee club's chari- Addle Griffin Owen has re- lion, she served,
additio'n
ty projects.
Club Paradise.
signed to become a psychiatric
Each member of the club Other officers of the club are social worker at the Memphis psychiatric ca seworker, as Ray also protested that the.
sponsors a candidate for the Mrs. Earline Dolly, president; Veterans Administration Hos- social work therapist with
psychiatric p a t ients group
title, and Mrs. Harris was spon- Mrs. Irene Rice, secretary; Mrs. pital.
and an alcoholic rehabilitation
sored by Mrs. Evelyn Jackson,. Velma Joyner, financial secrevice president. She had the hon-i tary; and Mrs. Leueal Neal, Mrs. Owen resigned from the group.
YWCA after receiving the masbusiness manager.
or of crowning Mrs. Harris.
Mrs. Owen was instrumenThe first alternate to "Miss The club sweetheart is George ter of science in social work tal both in the membership
degree from the University of
Sophisticate" was Mrs. Mattie Scott.
expansion and building proTennessee in Knoxville on
gram of the YWCA. Under her
June 9.
leadership the branch raised
She completed the first year funds and expanded from a
curriculum at the Memphis ccnverted apartment building
branch of the School of Social on Vance Avenue to the ulWork located in the UT Medi- tra-m odern $150,000 Sarah
cal School here while doing Brown branch of the YWCA
field practice at Gailor Mental located at 1044 Mississippi
Health Center. Her second blvd.
year practice was.completed at
Among the many and unusual programs initiated by Mrs.
Owen was the extensive summer travel program. In 15
years, it involved hundreds of
women and included trips to
Mexico City and Acapulco in
Mexico, two trips to Nassau,
The Bahamas, Quebec, Canada:
Havana, Cuba and throughout
Post
Harris
Carlos
The John
the
United States.
BROWN
MATTIE
MRS.
legion
MRS. JOSIE HARRIS
No. 222 of the American
for
election
general
bold
will
her
Under
administration
all officers for 1969 during a the YWCA membership in.
Bap46oz. cart
meeting at the Southside
members
creased and life
tist Church at 3209 Ford Rd. on grew and were given permanMonday night, July 8 at 8 p. m. ent recognition. The Committee
became'
A d ministration
Members who plan to run on
for office should contact Jesse racially integrated along with
other branch committees.
Smith at 948-360.
3,ou eat that are high in choles- The American Legion State Active in civic and social
USE CAUTION — AVOID
Owen is a memweekterol (egg yolks, liver and Convention will be held in Mem-Icircles.
holiday
long
first
The
the Mississippi Blvd.
end of the summer is coming ;other organ meals), saturated phis this summer with Post No. ber of Mrs.
ChristianChurch and Delta
flo on July 4, and Americans!fats (beef, and dairy products), 1 as the host
Theta Sorority. She re'Sigma
oils,
vegetable
more
use
+and
their
reduce
to
will be urged
Crockett is post com- ceived her bachelor of arts
risk of becoming auto accident ;Jun fish and chicken. There. Earnest
mander, and Mrs. Evelyn Wil- degree from Spelman College
statistics. If the same caution is much scientific evidence
recording adjutant.
liams
l in Atlanta.
will
help
guard
this
the
that
reduce
to
were observed
r
developdelay
the
or
against
risk of coronary heart disease,
The Willing Workers Club will Mrs. Owen is the wife of
BUTT PORTION J.:
Memphis Heart Association as- ment of coronary artery di- hold its regular meeting at the William F. Owen, assistant
serts, the saving of life might sease, which underlines most home of Mrs. James Braswelll general superintendent of mails
WE HONOR
heart attacks.
SHANK PORTION,
be even greater.
of 2192 Stovall on Wednesdayl at the Memphis Post Office
GOVERNMENT
emotionally
stressful
Avoid
5.
campaign
FOOD
-round
STAMPS
r
yf a
A
night, July 10 at 8.
and the mother of Mrs. Angela
of risk reduction could cut sztt.ations which can become
her
with
who
Terry,
Griffin
•••
substantially the death toll magnified in summer time All members are asked to be husband is a professor at Alimof
discussion
phyand
the
Keep
mentally
for
present
heat.
now
which
attack.
from heart
SELF RISING
bany State College, Albany,
portant business.
stands at more than 570,000 sically cool.,
F. Owen,
William
and
Ga.,
help
annually. The factors which 6. Seek your doctor's
Mrs. Clara Dailey is president Jr., a student at Hamilton
make a person susceptible to to control such other coronary and Mrs. Maggie Lott secretary. High School.
as
risk
factors
disease
coronary heart disease are heart
known, says Memphis Heart high blood pressure, diabetes,
Association, and many indivi- obesity and gout.
duals can do something im- Taking even one of these
ens over the weekend
mediately about overcoming vital
some of them. With a doctor's can mean an early start on
that leads
help, they can correct or con- the super-hiehway
ND
health.
better
to
Accordingly.
trol the others.
Association
Heart
Memphis

HULL DOBBS
FORD

CITY

BEST SAVINGS

A Queen Is Crowned
By Gay Sophisticates

YWCA Official Begins
Social Work Career

2.700 POPLAR AVE. 323-8363

EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Menden,lull,

Legi▪on post 222
Is planning For
General Election

MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

Del Monte

PINEAPPLE MICE
3 Limit

Observe Rules; Avoid
Risk Of Heart Attack

BLUE PLATE

HAMS

5

43c

U.S.D.A. heavy beef
Shoulder Clod or Boneless
Center cut chuck roast
per lb. 73c

PEACHES

29 Oz. ic
3 Iota I Limit

AWNINGS!

suggests:
1. Get a regular Medical
check-up
— (NP!) —
2. Stop smoking eigirettes. MINNEAPOLIS
policy of
stated
its
ewith
prelin
attacks
In
Each year, heart

Help Pledged

maturely kill romtly 65,000 ell- rendering assistance to the
arette-smoking men 35 years!disadvantaged, deprived minof age or over. When a smoker orities. the United Presbyterian
quits, his risk of death from Church in the USA, pledged
heart disease is lessened grad- during its general assembly
last week, a $100,000 donation
ually.
3. Begin a planned program to the Poor SCLC's Poor Peoof physical activiity. Moderate ples' Development fund. A long
physical exertion keeps the term investment, the first inbe
heart In top condftion and les- stallment of $50,000 will
sens the cahance of serious presented to the SCLC fund
during a Memorial Day camheart attack. •
paing rally In Washington.
foods
the
on
4. Cut down

esssisesse•sesseseweeeeeemeeeee
s
•
1 AUTOMI4TIC
1
:CARMINUT

METAL
CANVAS

CUSTOM TAILORED
SAMPLES SHOWN,
CUT AND FIT IN
YOUR HOME FROM
100% COTTON
FABRICS

Venetian Blinds
Decorative Shades
Vertical Blinds
Austrian Shades
Decorative Wood
Shades

II

•
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
e
•
Monday
25
11
Sim.
Sat fw
8
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AI
P
6
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%at Op*r $ A M
III
is
thru
U
P
2
top
Con Opon II AM
II
•
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au
•t
:
i: SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH us,
w
3100 Summer at Baltic
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EGGS

WINDOW
TREATMENTS

a
.
Draperies -Custom Tailored
5
2
H$
WAS
.
•
:il
E tterti v P No vomhot 29 1965

LARGE SIZE GRADE A
2 doz. 19'
or 55' off 2 doz
any other size eggs

SUPERIOR QUALITY — LOW PRICE — UNEXCELLED
WORKMANSHIP — EASIEST TERMS — QUICK SERVICE
FREI ESTIMATES WITHOUT CIALIGATION

SLIP COVERS

216 S. Pauline

6

276-4431

WITH COUPO

With coupon and $5.00 additional sJrcliase, isscludins
value of coupon merchandis• (fresh milk ptoduct• and
.
tobacco also •xclucled In ccenplionce with *tat
,low).
Coupon expires Midnite Saturday July 12th 1968 ONE
Coupon pot family per week.

9
6
8
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'Rev. Fry lied,
Cops, Ex-U. S.
Agent Test!

demanding the Au
and Fry refusing to turn thilm
when he stated that at no time
over.
had the police department reMims said he asked Fry %vhy
quested that weapons be surrendered.
the Rangers needed the guns.
Wilson said that he went to And he said the minister told
First Presbyterian Church on him that the Rangers had to
Aug. 3, 1966, for that specific have the weapons
to -protect
reason and' he added: "Rev.
Fry is not telling the truth their territory from other
when he said I didn't request Southside gangs."
the guns."
Minis said that Fry continCommittee chairman, Sen. ued to request that arrangeJohn McClellan (D-Ark.), then ments be made to get
Hairston
reread earlier testimony taken
By BETTY WASHINGTON
knives, some of them inopera- from Rev. Fry. McClellan not- out of jail in return for the
tive.
ed that Fry denied that the of- weapons.
WASHINGTON — Two ChiThe agent said he received ficers had asked for the guns He said Fry warned him that
cago police officers and a
a phone call from Rev. Fry on 11 times during his testimony. If Hairston was not released
former Treasury Department June 26 and said the minister Officer Mims, who was de- by Bud Billiken day, the
agent assigned to the Alcohol proposed that a second attempt tailed to the Gang Intelligence Rangers would go on a ramand Tax division testified Tues- to collect the weapons be made. Unit to work with Wilson on page.
the weapons collection, said
Sen. McClellan several times
day that the Rev. John Fry Fry, according to the agent, that he
and his fellow officer repeated Fry's testimony, set"lied" during his testimony be- said that "this time he would went
to the church on Aug. 3. ting it a g a inst statements
fore the Senate subcommittee get the whole arsenal, even Mims
said that when he ar- even by the police officers.
carbines
and
hand
grenades."
investigating teenage
gangs
rived at the church, Wilson He said "Somebody
is delibein Chicago.
He said.,tke minister prom- and Rev.
Fry were engaged rately, and willingly, perjuring
Peter Zelkovich, the former ised to hand Over the weapons in a heated argument,
with himself before this committee.
treasury agent, now an investi- if the charges could be dropgator for the First National ped against Hairston.
Bank of Chicago, said that Zelkovich said he refused to
A FAMILY AFFAIR — Mr.
Banks and Mr. Banks, Mrs.
Meyers. Standing, same orMrs. Oscar Campbell, Jr., Rev. Fry frustrated federal of- bargain with Fry.
and Mrs. S.W. Robinson fetOscar Campbell, Sr., with
der, are Sherman Myers,
Connie Campbell and Vel- ficers attempts to collect weap- Fry reportedly made a simiLOAN OFFICE
ed members of their family
granddaughter, Robbin and
Marva Myers, Mr. and Mrs.
ma Myers. Not on photo- ons known to be in the posses- lar proposal to Thomas Rusrecently, who pose here for
Mr. Campbell; Mrs. Miller
Robinson, Sandra Bragg,
graph are Mrs. Mary sion of Blackstone Rangers. sell, an employee in the city of
162.164.11i SEALE ST.
the photographer. Seated
Gayttin and Dr. Gayton,
Mrs. Versie Bragg holding
Brooks, Mrs. Donna Polk,
Chicago's department of invesOn
two
occasions,
Zelkovich
from left are Mrs. George
Mrs. M.C. Myers and Mr.
grandson, "Jiffy;" Mr. and
Robert Bragg and Stanley said, arrangememen
MONEY TO LOAN
ts had been tigations.
Bragg. (McChriston Photo) made for Rangers and
ON
Disci- A meeting was subsequently
ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
ples to turn in their weapons. set for June 28, at First PresNO LOAN TOO LARGE
(The Alcohol and Tax unit byterian Church. At this time,
enforces the National Firearms according to Zelkovich, Rev.
Fry;
NO
his
assistant, the Rev.
LOAN TOO SMALL
Act and the Federal Firearms
Act, as they relate to weapons). Charles Walker; and gang
Unredeeme
d Pledges Cu Salo
worker Chuck LaPaglia are
The first turn-in date, he said to have requested a
new
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 1.4 6.1430
said, was set for June 23, 1966. turn-in date if law
The Mt. Gilliam Mission.
authorities
The
turn-in
station
for the would get Fort releaied on
The Grendetta Scott Negro She was a teacher in the ary Society of Mt. Gifliam The executive council of the
Baptist General Association Rangers was to be the First bond.
History Foundation has been Little Rock Public Schools for Baptist Church at 1029 Ray- will meet in
its regular month- Presbyterian Church; for the Zelkovich said that at a subset up as a memorial by the approximately 40 years, serv- mond at. observed Missionary ly meeting Thursday morning, Eastside Disciples, St. Anselm's sequent meeting on July
1,
Catholic Church; and for the Walker proposed that
principal and faculty of Horace ing as head of the Social Day last Sunday in a program July 11, at 11:00 a.m.
the weapMann High School, Little Rock, Studies Department of Dunbar
The meeting will be held at Westside Disciples, the First ons be collected and stored in
Methodist Church of Engle- a wall safe at
Arkansas to an outstanding High School for approximately at 3. The guest speaker was Prince of Peace B a
the First Presptist
teacher who was an expert 20 years; and as Director of Mrs. Inez P. Cole of the Pro- Church, 1501 Havana St. Rev. wood.
byterian Church for 30 days,
Graduation Activities for ap- gressive Baptist Church.
on Negro history.
J.L. Ward, pastor of the coun- The agent said that at the and that during tha t tim e,
The funds, based on indivi- proximately 20 years at Duncil will observe Friends Day. time the turn-in plan was set, Rangers be protected by law
Ranger leader Jeff Fort and officials from possible retaliadual gifts, will be used to pur- bar and Horace Mann High Mrs. Viola Hill is president The person bringing the
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
most Eugene
of the Society, and Mrs. Myrtle friends will be
Hairston were sched- tion from other gangs.
chase books, concerning the Schools.
given a prize.
$UITS
• O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
Negro, which will be placed Mrs. Scott was organizer Hale secretary.
The sermon will be given by uled to appear at a hearing on The agent said he told Fry,
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
criminal
charges.
on a special shelf in the high and first sponsor of the N.G.
he
could
not
take
part in such
Rev. Dave Bond, pastor of
school library in memory of Coulter Chapter of the National Rev. E. Bates is pastor.
New Bethel Baptist Church. The plan to turn in the weap- a deal.
MONEY LOANED
ons, however, failed, in the In later testimony, Police
Honor Society. At the time of
Mrs. Scott.
The public is invited.
ON AIL ARTICLES OF VALUZ
Mrs. Scott was born in Little her death in May. 1968 she
Rev. J.L. Ward will be host opinion of Zelkovich, when the Sergeant Neal Wilson, Third
Rock, Arkansas, and received was serving as Girls Vice checks payable to THE GREN- pastor, Rev. Calvin Min, mod- three gangs relinquished only District, and Officer Sylvester
17411 & 17S REAL STREET JA 443004
her educational training in the Principal at Horace Mann High DETTA SCOTT MEMORIAL erator, Mrs. Dorothy Brown, a token number of guns and Mims, assigned to a Northwest
NEGRO HISTORY FUND, president and Mrs. Fannie ByLittle Rock Public Schools. School.
Fisk University and Columbia All persons wishing to make Horace Mann High School, num, reporter.
University.
contributions
may
make Little Rock, Arkansas 72206.

EPSTEIN

Memorial Established

Missionary Day Baptists Will
Observed Sunday Meet
July 11

For Arkansas Teacher

THAN'S
LOAN

Nurses Give

SURE CURE FOR

`DoDGEdever

$30000
DOWN
OR CAE OF
SCHPAI 11441/4

BLUFF CITY FISH CO.

Donation
To Knights

111 110110E CHARGER
ONLY

FULLY FACTORY EQUIPPED INCLUDING
WHITE WALL TIRES 225 CU. INCH ENGINE
RADIO HEATER AND WHEELCOVERS

NOTES
$3522
TAX

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
41 YEARS WITH DODGE

1170 UNION AVE.

275-8143

Mrs. Dorothey Taylor president of the Licensed .Practical
Nurses "Club 24" recently presented a check for $.50.00 to
the Mallory Knights Charitable
Organization.
Harry L. Strong, founder and
director of the Mallory Knights,
said, "The nurses have done a
good deed in helping to alleviate the suffering which poverty
brings about.
"For the past four years,
Club 24's members have given
to the poor and needy through
for Club 24, praised the Mallory
Knights," he said.
One member, Mrs. florentine Johnson, business manager
for Club 24, praised the MaUor
Knights, and said she was aware of the remarkable job the
members are doing.
contributions may be sent to
the Mallory Knights 280 Hernado St., Memphis, Tenn.,
38126.
rev. D. E. Herring is presiden, and C. Neal assistant
business manager.

Classified 'Ads.
ASSIST MANAGER. Ladies over 24
to assist in training sales women. 20
flexible day-eve. hrs. $3 per hour.
Car & phone nee.
Call 525-4411

NO MONEY DOWN
NO PAYMENT 'TIL OCTOBER
Appliance Specialists Serving
Memphis For Over 22 Years

FAMILY SIZE
REFRIG.-FREEZER COMB.
• F-reeter Holds
106 Lbs. Feeeee Food

218"

Ask About Free 5-Year Warranty!
FRIGIDAIRE

FRIGIDAIRE WASHER
• Soaks out dirt red
dams •utorruificaltyl
• Patented Deep Adios, Agitator
cleans delool
• Jef-simole mechanism!
• be-Away rift removal
• J*4 Spin leaves
wash ertra lightt

P110.14 324-4406

Phone 396-099S

BUFFALO
ROUGH GUTTED

400

12.000 BTU

99"
LAMAR

FRAY SER
1114 Tbeenos

n rnrrrn rn rn 15-r1I6I 6 ra 5 5 5 Irfil ETMITE:,

VALUABLE COUPON

Hee. Si

II
N.

Phone 358-45115

2574 Lamor

Phone

524-61 16

CAN

107
0 OFF

YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

01

OPENING SPECIAL

AIR CONDITIONER

L L GATLIN ... R. G. EINKLE

‘olitia

TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RAT1
Lleensed and Bonded

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. PA 7-6032a

ACEAPPUANCE
4225 Hwy. 51

EXTERMINATING CO:

O.Z. EVERS

ALL 4 STORES OPEN DAILY I A.M.-1 P.M.

3431 SUMMER

PEST

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

wtb hued.

EAST

RERTN$RR FOE SAL
IlLiNDRY-DRUG-DRYGOODS STORE
COMBINATION
Good Busineaa - Good Location
Big 35 I 46 store. fully stocked with
hundreds of Items. Entire stock and
real estate can be obtained by caning:
C. B. Berry
944-6421
RAMPS REALTY CO.
27 North cieveTutdt

• In The fish
Business 41
Years 25 Years
In. Memphis
All Fish Guaranteed
To Satisy
• Off Street Parking
For Fifty Cars
• Built Especially
For Keeping Fish
• Most Modern And Up
To Date Fish House
In The Mid South
•Fresh Wafer
Fish,
Oysters & Sea Foods
• We Cater To Restau
rants And Groceries

CALL

95

I

DRESSED READY
FOR PAN

CALL 1,15 BEFORE' YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

5 YEAR PROTECTION PLAN

WHITEHAVEN

BUFFALO

FELICE FOS SALE
I91t5 cHEVROLST
panel. 4
1-ton
'peed forward truck. In good running
condition. Anyone interested In moving to Los Angeles. Calif.. or would
like this truck to California call
947-4547
John J. Jones . . . Also would well
this truck.

FRIGIDAIRE SPECIALS

2-DOOR

FFICE

MORE

we
we

ON ALL
FRESH WATER FISH

2
3

: OFFER EXPIRES JULY 6 ONLY :
tILLIM-UtiLUAlliLlA

CAT FISH
••••

BLUE CHANNEL
DRESSED

90

)1inVnv aing

Side district, said that Rev. Wilson
I. Fry
also lied to the committee

ra

•

low .....
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=A. Trat.r.4 4),..7.16M111111

Music Reviews

Front Street Theatre
Plans Two Musicals

Iowa
The Shape Slated For
Mahalia's Pet Benefit

Flo Ballard's

On Her Own

As A Singer

Joe Tex Heads Roster
In 'Starlight Revue'

By EARL CALLOWAY
a talented and creative musical genius has in the last deOne of the most
remarkable attributes of Ma h a I ia cade explored all the possibiliCHICAGO — Right from the ospel queen Mahalia Jackson
But the thing that really ex
Jackson is that she never lost ties of jazz. It was in the film
psychedelic confines of the Chee- and her scholarship fund.
cites them is the prospect of
communication
with
people score, "For Love of Ivy," starThe girls, have been dubbed being a part of the Mahalia
who knew her before the world ring Sidney Poitier that all his tah to the stage of the Auditor"the fastest rising group in Jackson Foundation Scholarrecognized her talent. It is a qualities came to full fruition. ium Theatre will come four of
ship
Fund show.
cherishing thought that she has To achieve the exact mood, the rockin'est, hippie-type birds America."
Jane Friedman, lead guitar"Just think, we'll be on the
always held firm to those re- the composer utilized in a ever . . . The Shape!
Yeah, The Shape gave notice ist for The Shape, said: "We same stage with Marlon Branligious principals she learned unique manner the elements of
jazz and symphonic styles. to such super-stars as Marlon have been aware of the fine do," they scream with joy.
as a child.
work being done by Mahalia
Along with the aforementionIt is these traits of charac- The film which stars Poitier Brand°, Dinah Shore, Della Jackson to help kids go on to ed
stars, others scheduled to
ter which led Miss Jackson to and Abbey Lincoln is truly Reese and Jerry Butler to
just
and
college
want
we
to
appear
are: Peter Lawford,
establish a scholarship at Chi- characteristic of musical ma- move over and make room for help her help them."
Della Reese, author Ja m es
them to "do their thing" for
cago Musical College, Roose- gicCohorts of the attractive Miss Baldwin, Jackie "Moms" Ma.
When I first received the
velt University, to give encourFriedman include rhythm gui- bley, The Staple Singers, The
agement to other young mu_ ABC Album, I considered it
tarist Barbara Bennett, drum- Caravans, and the Red Saunsicians and whenever the re just another soundtrack until
mer Barbara Stein, and Karen ders Band, Iry Kupcinet, popwas trouble, one could depend ; I became enraptured by its
Medoff on bass guitar. All of ular columnist and television
on Miss Jackson's support In musicality of tone, the excep- ,
the girls make the scene at host, will be master of cerefact she was one of Dr Mar. I tional manner in which he was
Highland Park High School.
monies.
tin Luther King, Jr •s most able to blend the classical and
They have appeared all over
All proceeds have been eardevoted friends and could al- jazz make, it a score of disthe Chicago area and started marked for the Mahalia Jacktinction. It is one of those inways depend on her.
when they were mere young- son
Foundation
Scholarship
late terpretations that is the dememorial
As
a
sters of 14. The CBS Reper- Fund and tickets can be obto
the
non-violent leader of the South-- finitiveness of varied expresFor years, many profession- , tory Workshop has scheduled tained at Ticket Central, 212
ern Christian Leadership Con- sion, poetic with clear projec- al observers of the show busi- them for a July 9th video air- N. Michigan ave., or by dialing
ference,
Records tion and communication of the ness scene have been predict- ing.
Columbus
T-I-C-K-E-T-S.
has released an album entitled, romantic comedy.
ing that one of the members '
"Mahalia Jackson Sings The
Pianist Glenn Gould, a young of the Supremes would someBest-Loved Hymns of Dr. Mar- artistic and intellectual musi- day become a star in her own
tin Luther King." Her opulent cal wizard provides his distinc- right — and it is happening I
voice, buoyant in rhythm stirs tive virtuosity with spiritual today!
the imagination and soothes
insight
and
substance
in
Bach's
Remember
original
the
Suthe pangs of sorrow in the "Three Keyboard Concertos, premes, America's
Number
heart.
No. 3 in D Major;" "No. 5 in One female vocal group? Then
Nearly a
half
century
ago
F
minor
in
and
G
No.
minor
7
of
course
you remember FloGeorge Gershwin began to de- with Vladimir Golschmann con- rence Ballard.
. . the tall statvelop jazz and bring it into ducting the Columbia Symphouesque
beauty that Diana and
recognition with other styles fly Orchestra on Columbia BeeMary called "the quiet one"
of music. Today Quincy Jones, ords.
. . .and the member of the trio
whose fresh talent was immediately recognized by the
nation's major critics who
unanimously hailed Florence
as "a young Pearl Bailey."
Florence has now embarked
upon a new career as a solo
recording artist and performer,
"SOUL" SESSION — Vice
trips to Capital city to aid
Front Street Theatre announ• phis Arts Council. Go South and from all indications, she
will be every bit as successful
President Hubert II. Humredevelopment o f riot
ces its singing summer festival Auburndale
as when she appeared on the
phrey and entertainer James
torn area, and Vice-Presiof musical comedies, as prom•
ReServations ina
be made
nation's top television shows
Brown engage in intimate
dent discussed "soul singised last season. The bold and for any of the Tuesda
thru
conversation during recent
er's" recent trip to Viet
bright modern American musi- Sunday performances at 8 P.M. and in all of the best supper
cals, scheduled for three-week or Saturday and Sunday Mati- clubs with America's sweetWhite House state dinner
Nam war zone to entertain
runs each at 1819 Madison are nees at 2.30 P.M. by calling hearts of song.
troops. Mr. Humphrey helpfor Premier Thanon KittleFlorence has signed an- ex"Sweet Charity," August 20- 278-2950, Memphis
cahorn of Thailand. Brown,
ed arrange travel for enterAll mail
September 8 and "West Side orders will be accepted Tic- clusive recording contract with
tainer's complete troupe.
who made several special
Story, September 10--29.
ket prices are: Friday and ABC Records, and her first !
Starring
in
the
opening Saturday evenings. $5.00 . . . single for the label, "It Doesn't ;
musical of the summer season, Sunday thru Thursday even- Matter How I Say It" is fre"Sweet Charity," will be pert ings, $4 5o
. . Matinees, quently heard on the nation's
airwaves. ABC Records plans
Zina Bethune, star of the CBS 93.90.
to release Florence's debut
television series. The Nurses"
album within the month.
as Charity.
Some of America's hippest
Other members of the proyoung with-it designers were
fessional summer resident comThe WDIA Starlite Revue, them in every since, aided
commissioned to create a stunpany who will appear in both
ning new wardrobe especially June 29 at the Mid-South and abetted by "Skinny Legs
musicals are Betsy Dickerson,
for Florence, featuring what is Coliseum is a sock-sensation' And All" and "Men Are Gettin'
Richard Caine, Walt Hunter,
from beginning to end. The Scarce."
certain to
become
the
most
Jan
M c E lhaney, Kathleen
talked about fashion. "look" fabulous Joe Tex, along with
Devine, Ellen March, Maureen
These are novelty tunes that
since the 30's influence hit the his band will be appearing at give Joe Tex the opportunity
Neville, Mary Ann Robbins, Osthe top of a smash roster of
contemporary scene.
car Moore, Beverly Fox, Rosa
to get everyone from band
On February 29th; in Hono- stars.
Arnieta, Anthony Inneo, Gary.
Joe Tex paid his dues for a to audience into the act. Just
lulu, Hawaii; Florence married
Stapleford, L a rry
Vickers,
don't forget that Joe sings
her longtime beau, Thomas while without hitting the big
Shawn Feeley, Herb Wilson,
sweet and Joe socks and rocks,
Chapman, a former member of time he rightfully deserved—
Harriet All, Jeri Lines, Chi
does everything and he'll do it
the Motown Record Corpora- Then along came "Hold On ;To
Chi Navarra, Keith Perry and
all
at the WDIA STARLITE
tion staff. Chapman now also What You Got" and the rest is
Leo Postnel.
REVUE, June 29.
advises Florence in a manage- history. He has been packing
The musical
comedy
by
Neil
Other hot STARLITE REVUE
ment capacity. The couple
Simmon, author of "Barefoot
Mr. "Here
stars i n elude
make their home in Detroit,
In The Park", is a tender,
Comes The Judge" himself,
but commute regularly between
poignant and consistently funny
Pigmeat Markham and Comthe Motor City and New York,
look at the adventures or rapany. The blazing Del-Fonics
ther the misadventures, In the AUTHOR JAMES BALDWIN, where they have sublet a luxand the smooth working Inways of love encountered by whose latest collection of writ- ury apartment.
truders will do vocal battle.
She was born in Detroit in
the
gullible
and
guileless ings is contained in his novel
Percy Sledge will be along
lady known as Charity Agnes "Tell Me lio w Long The 1943. One of 12 children, she
with his soulful ballads and
Valentine, the "lady of the Train's Been Gone," will speak inherited her musical t a lent
"Mr. Nut" in the person of
evening", who always gives her in behalf of the Mahalia Jack- from her father, who played
Sad Sam. Add to these Rufus
heart to the wrong man.
Foundation
son
Scholarship the guitar. She made her pro"The Dog" Thomas and the
All subscribers of Front St. Fund Monday, July 1st at the fessional singing debut at the
Memphis Sound of the youthTheatre's past Season XI, who Auditorium Theatre, 70 E. Con- age of 15 and shortly afterward
ful, Bar-Kays and Boxtops
were promised a free ticket , gress Parkway, when the or- joined with Diana Ross and
to one of the summer musi- ganization presents "The Fes- Mary Wilson to form the Suand you have a smash Soul
cals. will receive a new form ! tiv a I of Stars: A Hollywood premes. Beginning in August
Show in double capitals. The
letter in the mail. They will be j Spectacular." The impressive 1964 and continuing in quick
fabulous wrestler Jackie Farasked to indicate, by return ! list of entertainers scheduled succession thereafter, seven of
go at 248 pounds, has been
mail, the musical of their to appear include M a rion their consecutive recordings
challenged by WDIA's 108
choice for their FREE ticket. Brando, Aretha Franklin, Pe- reached the Number One popound strong man, Johnny
All free tickets will be in ter Lawford, Jerry Bptler, Di- sition on the United States recApollo. Add beauty with the
the mail by July 31, and tickets nah Shore, Della Reese, Pat ord charts, a feat still unten finalist in the WDIA Cover
to the general public go on Boone. Jackie "Moms" Mab- matched by any American voGirl Contest and them just
sale August first at The Meni- le, and others.
FLORENCE BAI.LARD
lean back and sock soul.
cal group.
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Booker T. And The M.G.'s

(See Story on Page 3)
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******

It is only just now that American conscience is
awakening to the embarrassing moral lapse. Ghetto
riots causing destruction of high-income, slum property of absentee white landlords, and the assassination of prominent citizens are bringing to the fore
blood since the birth of this nation.

In the last four years, in the state of Mississippi alone, 46 Negroes have been killed without a
single conviction of the perpetrators of the crimes.

Thousand or more Negroes met their deaths by
lynch mobs whose actions did not so much as cause
a ripple of public indignation. What's more, for decades, Congress had refused to legislate against
lynching. It took refuge into the reasoning that such
legislation would be an invasion of the police power
of the state. It was not until the passage of the 1957
Civil Rights Act was this legalism knocked down.

There is no need pretending that America is just
now turning to violent spasms. History does not support this emotional assessment. America has always
been a land of violence. We love it. We love to fight
and kill. The frontier days made the gun manly. For
years, lynching of Negroes was looked upon as a traditional Southern ritual that even the North was inclined to respect and even imitate.

******

One of the comedy highlights

Stage Brief

Potter, a Negro, and executive producer A. H. Perlmutter
will be responsible for the composition of each program. They
are part of a 14-man staff —
eight black, six white — engaged in television's first nationwide series by, for, and
about black Americans.
A member of NET's production staff since October 1967,
Potter was associate producer
of the widely-acclaimed documentary "Color Us Black," a
vivid look at student unrest
on the campus of Howard University — the school from which
he graduated in 1959. He also
assisted in the production of
"Midsummer 1967," an NET
special on the urban riots, which
included a 90-minute confrontation of black and white leaders
in Newark just after the riots
In that city.
Potter came to NET in October 1966 as an information officer in the department of information services, after serving as promotion director for
Bedford-Stuyvesant Youth in
Action, Inc., one of the country's
largest anti-poverty agencies.
From 1963 tp 1965 he was a
news editor 'and producer for
WCAU-TV (CBS) in Philadelphia and was responsible for
the production and news content of the station's nightly
half-hour newscast. He left CBS
to serve as a coordinator in
John V. Lindsay's successful
campaign for Mayor of New
York City.
He had previously been civil
rights editor of the Philadelphia Tribune and an editorial
writer for the Philadelphia Independent.

Louis A. Potter has been
named editor of NET's innovative monthly series "Black
Journal."

...LOOKS LIKE YOU NEED TO GE SOME
ORDER ABOUT YOURSELF,BABY!

Gilead and take balm, 0 virgin, the daughter of Egypt: in
vain shalt thou use many medicines; for thou shalt not be
cured." These same words can
be applied to our world today,
for our society is Sick and
many medicines are not the
answer.

cl•

to 1 _3

Man is not wise enough to
devise a plan that will heal our
nation, or the world. God has
given us not many, but one
remedy, and that is love. So
my plea to us today is that
we wouldn't make the same
error by trying many medicines. Let us apply the remedy that God has given us for
we have his assurance that it
Let me call your attention will work.
Deear Defender:
to the writings of one of the
I would like to address this prophets of old; namely JereEUGENE MARIZETT
letter to the People who consti- miah as he addresses a Sick
172 W. Davant Avenue,
tute the society in which we , Nation. He said, "go up into
Memphis, Tennessee

live. I am sure we all have
been touched by the recent outI will always remember the
death of Dr. Martin Luther break of violence in our counKing. In the short life he had, try. Consequently, I have heard
he has done more for the Ne- many people give their opinion
gro race than any other civil as to what should be done to
rights worker. He also witness- curtail or stop these acts of
ed the injustices done to our violence. There are those who
people.
advocate stronger laws and
A whole generation is grow- more restrictions. History
ing up with the terrible knowl- teaches us that this is not the
edge that if a man stands upl answer; for our penitentiaries
for what he believes in and are full of people who have
somebody doesn't like him, he broken laws and our jails are
can be shot down. God help overflowing with violators. NotMrs. King, her family and this withstanding, I can understand
country.
why our lawmakers would
want to do something to end
MR. CHARLES BAKER these acts of violence.

Dear Defender.

He is a graduate of Morehouse College in Atlanta from
which the late Dr. Martin
Luther King also graduated.
He attended the Yale School of
Fine Arts and received his
Master of Fine Arts degree
from New York University.
Peterson began his theatrical
career as an actor. He under
studied for the Broadway production of "Member of the
Wedding" and toured for two
years in the national company
in the role of Honey Camden
Brown.
"The Confessions of Nat
Turner" was purchased in
October, 1967 by Wolper Pictures, Ltd. for a sum in excess
of ;600,000 with negotiations
personally handled by David
Wolper and Bennett Cerf, president of Random House. The
bidding for the screen rights
had been among the most
spirited in recent years.
The film will be a joint venture between Wolper Pictures
and Norman Jewison's Simkoe
Productions.

ARTHUR KENNEDY stars as U.S. Marshal Roy Colby, a
man bent on capturing the deadly Clay McCord in "A
Minute To Pray, A Second To Die."

A black playwright has been
signed to write the screenplay
for William Styron's PulitzerPrize-winning novel "The Confessions of Nat Turner," which
will be released by 20th Century-Fox.
The novel has been attacked
by a California-Based black
group which claims Turner in
the book is emasculated as a
black man whose entire being
is pining over a white woman.
The group — consisting in
the main of behind-the-scenes
personalities has threatened to
boycott the movie and otherwise make its production difficult.
Peterson is the author of the
Broadway play, "Take a Giant
Step," which was subsequently made into a motion picture
starring Burt Landcaster. He
wrote the screenplay for the
Dino De Laurentis production,
"Tempest,"
and
has
also
written for many of television's
top' programs including "Philco Playhouse," "Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre," "Dr. Kildare"
and others.

Nat Turner Movie

Letters To The Editor

in a 1910 auto race. The hilarious laugh-buster, photograph
ed in Technicolor, opens Fri
day, June 28 as a first run at- ,
traction at neighborhood theaters.

A nation born in revolutionary turmoil and bap- in Universal's "Did You Hear
tized in Civil War is finding it difficult to live by the The One About The Traveling
codes of human decency. But, it must soon or late, Saleslady?" has Phyllis Diller, in the title role, driving
drown in its own blood of excessive violence.
a home-made wood-burning car

The quiet, patient search for solutions to unyielding problems is not the American way. Despite
the findings and cautious recommendations by various commissions on urban riots, the cities are exhorting their policemen to shoot to kill the poor people
who have the courage to rebel against their wretched
conditions. And if the inhabitants of Resurrection
City encamp too long, Congressional impatience may
cause them to be shot out of Washington.

Despite the fact that both Dr. Martin Luther
King and Senator Robert Francis Kennedy used all
the rhetoric at their command to arouse the national
conscience against violence, they met death by violence.

.•oft-a.

FLICKS

Named Editor
Land Of Violence Of Black Journal Peterson To Pen

The Soul Philosopher Louis Potter
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trite sense of the word which I
o
gn
en
e obtains after years and
•yeLrs of pr: ctice and diligence."
In his restless and energetic
endeavors to sustain the title
of "Mr. Perfectionist," Marvin

has not relied solely on his
singing prowess. He is also a
having
musician;
proficient
mastered the drums, piano,
and guitar.
In his hometown, Washington, D.C., the cleancut youth
sang in the church choir and
played organ in the church
where his father was minister.
He was also a member of the
school orchestra, and was often
singled out for appearances in
school plays as an actor.
After graduating from high
school, Marvin was intent on
his
instinct
and
following
searching for a way to make
the breakthrough into showbusiness. He joined the "Moonglows," a popular vocal group
and toured with them throughout the country.
This experience aggravated
a true desire to fulfill his ambition to become recognized as
a performer in his own right.
The opportunity was realized
one evening in Detroit when
he sang informally at a private party.
One of the guests, Berry
Gordy, Jr., was impressed by
Marvin's vocal adaptability.
his transaction from rhythm
and blues to jazz was accomplished with equal facility.
His approach was straight forward and easy going.
As president of Motown Record Corporation, Gordy offered
his
appraisal of
Marvin's
talents, and convinced him
that
his future
endeavors
should be channeled into recordings. It was this moment

Marvin reached jot pinnacle
of success when be headlined
at the famed Copacabana
Club, the mecca of the entertainer. His consistently polished performances and his
unquenchable talent attained
him by the critics, and sustained ovations by audiences.
When Marvin is not fulfill
ing
pers onal appearances
through the country, he relaxes
at his home in Detroit where
he resides with his wife, Anna,
and his son, Marvin HI, age
two years old.
In addition to being an avid
television fan, he spends hours
listening to classical and pop
recordings of his favorite artists, . . . but never Marvin
Gaye!
His ardent fans, however,
compensate for his lack of egg,
by playing a Marvin Gay record whenever they wish to
truly hear a "Mr. Perfectionist."

Ca.

that Marvin's career escalated.
His first Tamla hit recording,
"Stubborn Kind Of Fellow,"
was his passport to profession. A succession of other
hits followed, including, "Hitch
Hike," "Can I Get A Witness,"
"One More Heartache," "Little Darling," and many others
In addition to night clubs,
and concert aptelevision
pearances, Marvin has been
honored by Cashbox Magazine as the Top Male Rhythm
and Blues vocalist. He is also
listed in Who's Who in Amer--
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Booker T. And The M.G.'s

Al is the staff drummer for
Stax Records. He accentuates
the beat on every Stax-Volt record release (except for those of
the Bar-Kays). He is also responsible
for much of the arBooker T. and the M.G.'s, the tined for hitsville.
written down, we just -feel" writes and produces for Stax.
ranging
and
producing done in
popular
Stax
instrumental
He has written such popular
"Limbo Rock" introduces the our way through it."
the
studio.
group have recently been named
Booker T. Jones, 23, is a tunes as "Knock On Wood" and
Top U.S. Artist of 1967 by Bill- vibes to the group, Al Jackson,
Donald "duck" Dunn, bassist
graduate
of Booker T. Wash- I "Mid-Night Hour,"
Jr.
percussionist with the M.
bord magazine topping such
greats as the Cannonball Ader- G.'s brings out a great beat with ington high school and Indiana
Steve recently won 5th place for the M.G.'s hie Steve Cropuniv.
ly Quintet, King Curtis and His a "chop-chop" flair.
among top musicians accord- per, is a graduate of Messick
Kingpins and Herb Alpert and ,
He is married and has a son. ing to the Melody Makers In- high school and performed with
Booker T. was asked what he He plays several instruments
the Tijuana Brass.
ternational poll. He is married the Mar-Keys. Duck as he is
thought made his sound so obcalled, creates and plays 60
Booker T. and the MG's (M. viously different. He said, "it guitar, bass, organ, piano, saxo- and has one son.
G. stands for Memphis Group really is a matter of "feel" for phone, trombone and vibes.
Al Jackson, Jr. began his percent of the bass lines heard
have recently released, on the music. It's almost like mindSteve Cropper, guitarist for career while still a teenager in every Stax-Volt record reStax label "Limbo Rock," a reading. We get to understand / the M.G.'s was one of the by performing in his father's leased He is married and has
refreshingly different sound dis- it and without anything being !original Mar-Keys. He also 16 piece band.
two sons.

To be dubbed as "Mr. Perfectionist" as well as a "Performer's Performer" by music
critics, would shatter the image
of a lesser entertainer.
But, at a time when male
vocalists are emerging and
tottering in lots of a dozen,
Marvin Gaye retains his perminence in the entertainment
"Hall of Fame."
The lithe and handsome
young Tamla recording artist has developed his multifacet talents into delicate instruments of expression which
have won the hearts, respects.
and the ear of his followers.
As an insight into his personality, the intelligent star's
wry sense of humor dissolves
when he analyzes his ambitions as well as the serious
aspect of his nature.
"Before I became an entertainer," he recalls, "I was a
happy-go-lucky
guy
without
a care in the world. His main
goal now, is, he reports, to
"realize completeness within
myself."
Marvin is unafraid to plunge
after the truth. He is aware of
the changes in the world, and
is changing with it. He is not
afraid to grow.
Marvin relates that "truth"
plays a very important part
in his career as a performer.
"The one basic fundamental
in a performance should be , Continuing into his philosotruth. When I use that word, phy as a performer, he str.te3,
I also include sincerity, love, "When I reach out to the
duty, and a positive approach audiences and actually feel
to people and audiences. Be a their response, I understand
truthful performer . . . that's the meaning of fulfillm.nt.
most important."
, This is professionalism in the

Meet Marvin Gaye, A Perfectionist
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